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exeCuTive suMMary
the Mamberamo watershed is recognized as one of new guinea’s most important 
area of undisturbed terrestrial ecosystems, which contains high levels of biodiversity, 
extensive areas of lowland swamp forests, and is draining around 8 million hectares 
of the main northern catchment of Papua. the Foja Mountain, with an exceptional 
biodiversity significance in a global context, even if uninhabited in its upper part, has 
also a high historical and cultural significance and will be of critical importance for 
conservation and for the future livelihoods of its inhabitants.
conservation international (ci) indonesia has launched several initiatives in the 
Mamberamo area since early 2000, targeting biodiversity conservation and sustainable 
environmental management. ci, in its commitment to these initiatives, has endeavoured 
to involve the local people in the decision-making processes concerning land use and 
natural resource conservation. 
since 2004 ci and ciFor have used an original approach to study the local perceptions 
of natural resources, forest landscapes and biodiversity. the methods seek to 
establish, from a local perspective, what elements of ‘biodiversity’ are important to the 
communities on a landscape, environmental services and species levels, how much are 
they important, and for what reasons.
the first joined surveys revealed the importance and relevance of including local 
communities in the management of the future conservation area, because of their 
interest to protect their forests from encroachment and degradation. local ownership 
and leadership systems are still strong in Mamberamo and any future activities needs 
to take them into consideration.
we contributed, at these early stages of our collaboration, to document a basic 
understanding about the needs, perceptions, knowledge and traditional values of the 
local communities, which could be used for lobbying to decision-makers. 
our research substantiates conservation efforts by indicating opportunities for and 
threats of biodiversity conservation (from a community perspective). 
our surveys also helped to strengthen community priorities and were pivotal in finally 
establishing a solid partnership between ci and the Mamberamo communities. 
Because of the momentum developed during the first joined surveys, both ci and 
ciFor were eager to further adapt the approach to more directly achieve conservation 
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outcomes in the watershed. in 2006, follow-up activities were developed to use the 
participatory maps as an instrument to engage local communities in a conservation 
agenda, based on their existing land management. 
this book presents a general description of three study sites: Papasena, Kwerba and 
Kay villages booking order to compare three different situations, each village hosting 
different ethnic groups, topographies and challenges for biodiversity conservation. 
activities included socio-economic surveys and gis ground checks to improve the 
accuracy of participatory maps of the natural resources and of important landscape 
features. Participatory maps of land claims and land use were also drafted. additional 
information was then collected on local activities related to biodiversity monitoring 
and control of the land and resources.
the results show that local communities, who depend on the river and the forest for 
their subsistence livelihoods, have a strong sense of land ownership and use gardens 
to mark their huge territories (between 1000 and 1500 km2 per village), which they 
regularly patrol. they also have a strong awareness of the threats to their wild resources, 
and equally the need to maintain the watershed’s services. even if the population is low, 
the area coverage large, and the ethnic groups and livelihoods diverses, we observe 
similar or at least comparable ways to manage and control each society’s territory, 
to identify and anticipate threats against their important resources. local forms of 
resource monitoring can be observed in the villages areas, and the land use reflects 
existing ways of conserving the resources, for various reasons that can be useful for 
conservation purposes.
Based on these results, we recommend that the land-use maps and additional 
information concerning each community, local monitoring and control systems 
should be used to negotiate with local people the zoning of future conservation areas. 
conservation management should also be designed to support existing systems in 
order to maintain balance in the face of outside intrusions. rather than introducing 
new rules, which pay no heed to local cultures and traditions, the search should be 
for traditional (or at least locally-driven) rules and regulations that have managed to 
conserve this vast area, of near pristine forests, for generations.  
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the Mamberamo watershed, in the western part of new guinea island, is recognized as 
one of new guinea’s most important area of undisturbed terrestrial ecosystems, which 
contain high levels of biodiversity (richards et al. 2002; Polhemus and allen 2007), 
extensive areas of lowland swamp forests (Johns et al 2007), and is draining around 8 
million hectares of the main northern catchment of Papua (Frazier 2007; Beehler 2007a, 
b). about 90% of the Mamberamo watershed is dominated by lowland, swamp and 
natural mountain forests (richards et al. 2002). 
several new species were found during a recent expedition in the Foja Mountains, 
which are part of the Mamberamo watershed. these mountains, with an exceptional 
biodiversity significance in a global context (cyranoski 2006; helgen 2007), even 
if uninhabited in its upper part (hope 2007), have also a high historical and cultural 
significance and will be of critical importance for conservation and for the future 
livelihoods of its inhabitants (Burnett 2007).
nevertheless, there are many other parts, in Mamberamo, which are still biologically 
poorly known and the majority of the plants encountered are not easily identified, 
due to scarcity of available database for Papua (ciFor 2005; takeuchi 2007). local 
communities in Mamberamo (about 11,000 people) play an important role in the 
current condition of the watershed, as they depend on forest products, such as sago, 
and on cultivation of other crops for their livelihoods (Bemei and watopa 2006). 
however, as for most forested landscape in indonesia, decrease of forest cover in Papua 
has accelerated since the 1997 economic crisis. logging, mining, forest conversion into 
plantation, and infrastructure development such as dams and roads can be mentioned 
as major threats to biodiversity in Papua. 
conservation international (ci) was established in Papua in 1995. its long-term goal is 
to promote people-based nature conservation and sustainable economic development 
through sustainable use of resources. to address this goal, ci’s long-term strategy 
includes building local capacity in designing and implementing conservation and 
sustainable development.
working with local communities, environmental ngos and other conservation 
agencies, ci is building partnership to increase potential for more effective and 
sustainable conservation outcomes. in 2000, ci started conservation programs in the 
Mamberamo area and endeavoured to involve the local people in the decision-making 
processes concerning land use and natural resource conservation. collaboration was 
developed between ci and the center for international Forestry research (ciFor) in 
2004 to use a multidisciplinary approach to define what matters for local people in 
terms of biodiversity and natural resources in these forested landscapes. the survey 
revealed a strong sense of ownership concerning a vast territory, which includes the 
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Foja Mountains; a strong commitment to guard specific areas in the landscape and to 
maintain key resources, but also species with less tangible values.
this book refers to joined activities in Mamberamo developed by ciFor and ci in 2006. 
the results of the previous survey were revisited, and creative ways to utilize them were 
explored, as ci is working to adapt the approach to specific conservation objectives. we 
present here the main findings from our survey (socio-economic data and mapping) 
and discuss how such information can be used by conservation international (ci) to 
achieve conservation in Mamberamo, by considering the local perspectives on land 
management.
this book addresses the following issues important to better integrate local 
management of the natural resources to conservation needs in Mamberamo: to what 
extend can we use local land use to achieve conservation in Mamberamo, with the 
participation of the local communities? what tools, adaptations to the former ciFor 
approach, could be developed to achieve such purpose? what elements of comparison 
can we observe between these three different societies, each having deferent (even if 
comparable) livelihoods, and living in different parts of this huge watershed: the hills, 
the lowland and the swamps.
1.1 a brief history of Cifor activities in Mamberamo
Between May and september 2004, in collaboration with the ci indonesia Papua 
Program and the indonesian institute of science (LIPI), ciFor trained 20 participants in 
Multidisciplinary landscape assessment (Mla) in Papua. the participants were from: 
the provincial government offices of the regional environmental impact Mitigation 
agency (BAPEDALDA) and the natural resources conservation agency (BKSDA) in 
Jayapura; the university of cenderawasih (Uncen) and the university of Papua (Unipa); 
and ci. the results were reported in a document provided by ciFor in 2005, with 
contributions from the different trainees and trainers. the training was divided into 
three main activities: a conceptual approach to the set of methods proposed by Mla; 
a biodiversity survey in Mamberamo, where the approach was tested in two villages, 
Papasena i and Kwerba; and an analysis phase at ciFor headquarter to teach the 
trainees how to use the results of the data they had collected previously.
apart from the capacity building objective of the 2004 activity, we achieved and 
documented a basic understanding of the needs, perceptions, knowledge and 
traditional values of the local communities. the survey also helped to build trust 
between ci and the local communities as well as to give the participants new insights 
into the importance of the local point of view on natural resource management.
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the Mla has proven to be a relevant diagnostic tool that can help anticipate issues 
and problems in the future. it substantiates conservation efforts with solid reasoning 
and indicates opportunities and threats (from a community perspective), and what is 
needed in order to achieve long-lasting conservation on the ground such as maintaining 
forest functions for the community, and maintaining important economic species. 
Because the Mla, implemented during 2004, was developing momentum, both ci and 
ciFor agreed to further adapt the methods to help ci achieve conservation outcomes 
in partnership with local communities. the 2004 Mla methods were the “blue-print for 
the 2006 Mla”. the methods have been adapted to answer specific questions in order 
to prepare for the involvement of local stakeholders in the ci conservation initiatives 
in Mamberamo.
as part of this new set of activities, a kick-off workshop was held in Jayapura in May 
2006. twenty seven participants attended the workshop from various institutions: the 
development Planning Board of sarmi regency (BAPPEDA) and the Forestry agency of 
sarmi regency (Dinas Kehutanan Kabupaten), BKSDA, BAPEDALDA, lecturers from Uncen 
and Unipa, a local ngo (Yayasan Pembangunan Mamberamo Raya - YAPEMBRA), the 
traditional council of Mamberamo raya (Dewan Adat Mamberamo Raya / DAMR), staff 
from LIPI and ci Papua, previous Mla participants and ciFor.  
the main goal of the workshop was to bring together different stakeholders, at the 
provincial, district and local levels. it recognized the specific needs of each stakeholder, 
and proposed adaptations of the methods and new activities related to conservation. 
a list of activities was proposed as a result of the group discussions. Based on these 
recommendations, ci and ciFor continued to prepare action plan activities for the 
survey. 
1. Context: Ci position and initiatives in Mamberamo, 
 and the foja expedition
in 2005, after the Mla training activities in MBc, ci prepared an expedition to the 
Foja Mountains; one of these mountains borders the Mamberamo watershed. local 
communities claim that these mountains are their traditional sacred lands and outsiders 
must obtain local authorization to enter the area. the 2005 expedition involved local 
communities from Kwerba, Biological research centre of LIPI, Uncen, Unipa, the BKSDA 
and international experts from australia and the usa. Many new species of plants and 
animals were discovered during the expedition (de Fretes 2006). the good participation 
of local villagers was a result of the strong relationship built during the 2004 Mla 
activities, where mutual understanding and a better comprehension of the local 
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perception of the Foja Mountains, the natural resources, the local priorities in terms 
of development, anticipation of threats, and local interest in biodiversity conservation 
were obtained. the international media coverage of the expedition and its discoveries 
(nBc 20061) made local and national governments, conservation institutions and 
donors more interested in developing activities in this area. it also helped to gain local 
support for the conservation programmes. 
1. 006 survey: what’s new?
the main objectives of the new set of activities were to revisit the results of the 2004 
Mla, to explore creative ways to utilize them and to improve ci capacity in adapting 
Mla methods to specific conservation objectives. we also aimed to build a common 
understanding of the landscape, between local communities and scientists, as well as 
to encourage discussion about the conservation of natural resources and sustainable 
development priorities, based on the participatory map. ultimately, we planned to 
provide a set of tools that could be used for negotiations on community-based natural 
resource allocation, conservation and for land use planning.
this action-plan included follow-up activities in the two former villages (Kwerba and 
Papasena i), focusing on conservation aspects and testing the adapted Mla tools at a 
new site (Kay Village).
three major activities were carried out in all three villages:
1. The socio-economic survey, which covered information on the collection and sale 
of natural resource, and scoring exercises for commercial and rare2 plants and/or 
animals. in addition, we updated village demography, the prices of trade goods 
as well as family and clan (marga) significance in relation to land-ownership. we 
considered that the knowledge of the traditional institutions, the relationship 
between the different families, clans, languages, and the rules on land tenure should 
be the basis for discussion and negotiation on land use in Mamberamo.
2. The Global Positioning System (GPS) ground check, based on previous and 
new participatory mapping, included important sites based on local people’s 
perceptions (rivers, sacred places, hunting areas, etc.). the results from the ground 
check activities and discussions with villagers will be used for potential zoning 
activities in the future protected area based on the actual land use and the local 
priorities.
1 see ‘lost world’ of wildlife found in indonesia (http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/11114156/).
2 the term “rare” is used here to define resources that are hard to obtain, according to the villagers, because of 
their difficult access (e.g. high in the trees) or because of over-harvesting (there is no scientific data to support this 
information).
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3. Local activities related to monitoring (hereinafter we use “local Monitoring” 
to refer this activity) of plants and animals. we studied the possible existing local 
monitoring in each village, for resources that could have economic value and/
or that could be threatened or rare. Monitoring is defined here as the regular 
assessment of important resources over a certain period of time, the control 
exerted by local communities over their habitats, and the identification of threats. 
even if this monitoring part was not developed as a core activity, it brought valuable 
information about the local people’s behaviours and traditional rules.
in Kay Village, where no Mla-related activity had previously been developed, we 
added three more activities, which were considered important for the adapted set of 
methods:
4. Participatory mapping of landscapes and resources, which included information 
on natural resources, special sites and local perceptions, is important for the local 
community.
5. The socio-economic survey of the village history and the cultural background of 
land use, included a household questionnaire and interviews with key informants.
6. Scoring exercises (Pebble distribution Method - PdM) were used to quantify the 
importance of forest products (plant and animal species) and landscape units per 
use category.
the core activity focused on the mapping exercise and the information collected during 
the ground checks. rivers, swamp lakes and special places were checked during field 
surveys, and on the occasion, information was added on local monitoring, land types 
and important resources. we believed that each element of the study was necessary to 
understand the overall situation in each of the three villages. the maps cannot stand 
alone; they need to be linked to the socio-economic data, to the traditional system of 
land tenure, and to the use and monitoring of specific important natural resources. the 
good integration of the different aspects of our approach and the inter-disciplinary 
nature of the methods used are a guarantee of the results validity. of these aspects and 
results none can be isolated from the other. 
in this report, we try to show how the different elements of our research are 
interconnected, how the interpretation of the results depend on this integration to 
propose recommendations for biodiversity conservation in Mamberamo. we first 
briefly describe the methods used during the survey. each chapter is based on each 
village visited. we discuss the results from the socio-economic survey, the participatory 
mapping and the local monitoring. then we discuss the way ci could use these results 
and maps in the conservation of Mamberamo.
Methods
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.1 assessing the local perceptions: a brief overview
 of the methods
this set of methods have been developed by ciFor to “… define priorities that reflect local 
considerations and can inform a wide range of processes, from the revision of ‘good practice’ 
in forest harvest management to local land use decisions and international forestry and 
conservation policy” (sheil et al. 2003)3 . they are based on a complementary approach 
to more classical biodiversity assessments, biophysical studies or rapid assessment 
programmes, by emphasising the local point of view on natural resources and forest 
landscapes. Most studies on forest typology use land types as the principal unit of 
assessment. we believe that local communities should apply their own representation 
systems to the various land types of a common landscape, which may differ from 
those of the scientific community. to bring these different perceptions together, it 
is important to work on the local classification and importance of lands in order to 
measure the biodiversity. 
as originally formulated, the approach aimed to inform decision-makers about what 
is important to local people in terms of forest landscape, environmental services and 
resources management, and the complex relationships local people have with forests. 
the approach combines technical analysis and assessment of local priorities’, and is 
rooted in social (anthropology, ethnobotany and socio-economics) and natural sciences 
(ecology, botany, pedology, geography). 
during the surveys, two different teams worked in collaboration: a village team and a 
field team. the first step was to explain to the villagers the objectives of the survey and 
to obtain their approval and support. then the two teams, with the villagers, produced a 
map of the landscape that shows the rivers, culturally important sites and places where 
the main resources are found. some aspects of the approach (e.g. joint mapping) are 
primarily intended to build communication and understanding with the communities 
(i.e. to facilitate the process rather than to be seen as results).
the village team used a range of methods (see table 1), which included household 
questionnaires, focus group discussions (Fgd) and interviews. information was 
gathered from the head of each household on socio-economic aspects (demography, 
level of education, main sources of income and livelihood) and cultural aspects. the 
questionnaires also collected basic information on local views of threats to biodiversity, 
people’s perspectives on natural resource management and conservation, and on land 
tenure.
3 see also http://www.cifor.cgiar.org/mla/
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during our survey, scoring exercises included assessments of the importance of the 
land and forest types, and the species of plants and animals for each use category, 
as defined by the community. the scores and the explanations given by them were 
used for the development of a dialogue with the community and to gain a better 
understanding of local priorities (sheil and liswanti 2006, sassen and Jum 2007).
the surveys conducted by the field team used plots in each land and forest type, 
identified by the villagers, to collect information on the sites’ uses and history, as well as 
to record all plants (botanical specimens were collected) and their uses. the two teams 
worked in close collaboration, with a daily meeting to discuss progress and unexpected 
results or difficulties.
. adaptation of the methods to obtain conservation outputs 
the new set of Mla activities was designed specifically to address biodiversity 
conservation concerns. we developed a new set of activities (table 1) in relation to 
community mapping and land use strategies for each of the chosen sites. Below is a 
brief description of the new activities.
Table 1. data collection activities used in the village-based survey
Objective Activities and target group
Village description/perspective of land use interview with the village head only
cultural background of land use interview with the traditional leader only
demography household survey (census) and documentation 
obtained from the village head
Price of traded goods interview with shop keepers
household survey (included questionnaires 
regarding problems and aspirations, with comments 
on needs and solutions)
interview with the head of the household
the collection and sale of natural resources interview with 3–5 key informants
settlement history and land use interview with the village head and traditional 
leader
disasters and important events interview with the village head and traditional 
leader
identification of land and forest types community meeting (with mapping exercise)
identification of natural resource community meeting
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4 Papasena 1, 2 and 3 are used only to introduce the three separate villages. otherwise Papasena refers to the whole 
territory.
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Objective Activities and target group
scoring the importance of landscape units Fgd. women/men, old/young separate
scoring the economically most important species 
per use category 
Fgd. women/men, old/young separate
source: sheil et al. 2003
. site selection
a number of possible villages were identified, with arguments for and against each of 
them. three villages (Papasena 14, Kwerba and Kay) were then chosen by ci and ciFor, 
according to the information on each location and different criteria (Map 1):
Map 1. site area in Mamberamo watershed
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o  The location of the previous (2004) MLA surveys: we decided to take the opportunity 
to conduct follow-up activities in the same area as the 2004 survey.  we designed a 
new set of activities that would capitalize on the data already collected and worked 
on the lessons learned.
o Strategic area for conservation: Kay is located on the edge of the tariku river (also 
called the rouffaer river), in the swamp area of the watershed. the location 
completed the information we had on villages situated in the foothills of Mount Foja 
(Kwerba), and in the lowlands (Papasena). Kwerba and Kay have also been targeted 
by potential infrastructure projects (roads) that would cross their territory, a zone of 
almost pristine forests.  this makes the two locations sensitive for conservation and 
development. Papasena is located at the center of the Mamberamo watershed, not 
far from the mouth of the tariku river in Mamberamo.
o Agreement from local community to host our activities: Baso Village, upstream 
from Papasena on the Mamberamo river, was considered a potential site for our 
activities, but we were unable to obtain support from the entire community. we 
thus shifted to Kay, where the local people welcomed us. the site was suggested 
by sonny weriko, a local traditional leader for the rouffaer region (including sikari, 
rouffaer and iribima) living in dabra.
we already had a large amount of data for Papasena 1 and Kwerba from the 2004 survey. 
the follow up survey for these two villages took only nine days per village. in Kay we 
spent three weeks collecting basic information as no data had ever been collected 
there before. we also had to develop participatory mapping during the first steps. table 
2 gives an overview of the new activities and methods for each location.
..1 socio-economic survey
in the three villages, we introduced the survey (background, objectives, etc.) as well as 
the team members, during a community meeting. socio-economic data collection was 
concerned mainly with natural resources that were important sources of income for the 
communities. the socio-economic work focused on two issues: 
First, we collected general information on the history of the villages, the demography 
(household surveys), the economics (number of shops in the villages, prices of goods), 
cultural background, land use, the collection of forest products, regulations and taboos. 
structured interviews were conducted with the village heads and customary leaders, as 
well as other key informants.
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Table 2. new activities developed in Kwerba and Papasena 1 (the former Mla sites) 
and Kay (the new location)
Activities Details Adaptation from 
MLA methods
Site 
location
1. socio-economic 
survey
interviews with the village head/
customary leader and villagers on 
demography, household survey, 
history of the village, inventory 
of the village (number of shops/ 
cooperatives/means of transport)
socio-economic 
aspects through a 
series of interviews
Kay
2. an inventory of clan 
and ethnic groups 
1. information on the meaning of 
clan and ethnic group according 
to the local community
socio-economic 
methods through a 
series of interviews 
and household 
surveys
Kwerba, 
Papasena 1, 
Kay
2. database on customary land 
rights (hak ulayat) of each clan/
family
3. interviews regarding 
boundaries within villages 
3. Participatory 
mapping of natural 
resources and 
landscapes 
community meetings, group 
discussions and interviews 
regarding landscapes (forest 
and other land types), natural 
resources and special sites
Participatory map Kay
4. land use and 
identification 
of species with 
economic potential 
based on the 
participatory map 
1. ground check based on initial 
stage of the survey. Preliminary 
data collected through Fgd, 
interviews and community 
meetings
we used the 
participatory map 
developed during 
the Mla 2004 
for Kwerba and 
Papasena 1 and 
developed a new 
participatory map 
for Kay 
Kwerba, 
Papasena 1, 
Kay
 
 
2. Zoning according to traditional 
systems or local perceptions
3. gPs points for rivers/
tributaries/important sites and 
natural resources defined during 
participatory mapping
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Activities Details Adaptation from 
MLA methods
Site 
location
5. important natural 
resources for local 
people
group discussion (Fgd), PdM 10 
(the most important species for 
local people), PdM 6 (important 
forest and land types for local 
people)
using part of the 
scoring exercises
Kay
6. study of local 
biodiversity 
monitoring
1. scoring exercise (PdM) for 
economically valuable and 
endangered species and plant 
collection. important fauna 
habitats identified on the 
participatory map
Modified Mla data 
sheets (information 
on site description, 
gPs points, distance 
from village, site 
history, forest type 
and number of 
species) 
Kwerba, 
Papasena 1, 
Kay
2. Fgd (based on results from 
mapping and PdM) to define 
the category of uses for certain 
species
3. local monitoring of the status 
of a certain species, the territorial 
control and the identification of 
threats
second, we worked on the ethnic and lineage division of each village. we believed it 
was important to better understand how the different families, clans and lineages were 
organized, and what the implications were, in terms of land tenure, natural resource 
management, sharing of knowledge/awareness/control, and biodiversity monitoring. 
this information helped also to prepare the ground check for the participatory maps, to 
select informants to go into the field with us, and to better understand the complexity 
of the issues related to land use.
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.. scoring exercises
scoring exercises were undertaken in Fgd meetings (Figure 1). when possible, four 
groups of villagers, based on gender and age (old men, old women, young men and 
young women), were formed, with four to eight people in each group and facilitated 
by a researcher. these exercises addressed issues of the importance of “forest and 
other land types”, “source of useful products”, the important “species per use category” 
(in Kay) and the important “economic and/or rare species” (in all villages). with input 
from local community, we defined “rare species” as resources (plants and animals) that 
are “rarely” harvested because situated in rugged places with very limited access or 
because recently less available in the forest and other land types. 
..  Participatory mapping
using previous (and new for Kay) resources and landscape participatory maps, we 
worked with the community to produce a land use map that could serve as a base for 
the zoning of future protected areas. the technical steps of the elaboration of these 
maps are described in annex 1.
Before going to the field, we had a discussion with a group of people/informants to: 
• prepare maps of the area we were going to survey;
• check names and position of main rivers and tributaries as well as other special sites 
(lakes, sacred places, etc.); 
•  check where people usually cultivate their land and go fishing and/or hunting 
crocodiles; 
•  check the farthest point people go from the village to hunt game and collect forest 
products;
•  discuss traditional zoning and ask how they divide their land for certain uses;
•  ask which clan owned which land, not to raise the issue of boundaries but to select 
informants who could help describe the area we were going to survey; and
•  select a few informants from each landowner’s clan where the survey was going to 
be carried out.
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Figure 1. a scoring exercise with a group of men in Kay Village 
in the field we checked names and the position of main rivers, tributaries, lakes, islands 
and sacred places, using gPs. in addition, the position of some other important places 
such as sago gardens (wild or planted), old villages and clan boundaries were taken. 
during these surveys much more information was collected about the history of each 
site, the ecological knowledge of the informants, the monitoring/control exerted over 
these areas, etc. 
all points collected from the field were checked again in the villages with the socio-
economic team and local informants, resulting in discussions on the position of rivers, 
islands and limits, and on a new map, with the corrections validated by the villagers. 
there were then more discussions concerned with the actual land use, according to the 
villagers and based on these maps. we also tried to propose a gradient on land use by 
the local people, which could be useful for further discussion on possible biodiversity 
conservation zoning with all concerned stakeholders.
in the different sites we considered that land use, the perceptions of each part of the 
territory, and the knowledge of the different features of the landscape, strongly depend 
on the land tenure, i.e. how the different clans claim different parts of the region. it 
was important to continuously explain to the local community that the purpose of the 
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clan area map was not to identify boundaries but more to emphasize how the area 
is used and managed. Knowing each clan area was also useful when identifying the 
right informants for our field surveys. with this in mind we prepared a map, with the 
villagers, of the different clans and their areas (see Box 1 for a definition of clan and 
ethnic groups). this map was not given back to the villagers, as it could have caused 
conflicts, in a place where boundaries, land rights and resource management are still 
sensitive and subject to conflicts. the clan map is a non-official tool, which is useful 
for our understanding of the situation, and for our analysis and interpretation of the 
land use. we also produced a land use map, an interpretation of the actual level of 
management of the territory. this gives a general picture of land use, made at a certain 
time, which shows how far villagers go/travel for their different activities. 
 Box 1. clans and ethnic groups in Mamberamo
a characteristic of the population of Mamberamo is the high diversity and 
complexity of groups in the region, where a number of different languages are 
spoken in one single village. a distinction is made between two general divisions 
of the society: suku and marga. all the communities in Mamberamo commonly 
use these two indonesian terms, with more or less the same meaning.
Suku represents the ethnic groups. People from the same suku share the same 
language, the same myths, origins, and group of ancestors. 
Marga represents the clan. several clans are represented in one ethnic group. 
Members of one clan have the same origin and ancestor. 
.. local monitoring
in addition we looked for evidence of local biodiversity monitoring for either 
economically valuable plants and animals or threatened/rare species. Questionnaires 
and informal discussions were prepared for this purpose, together with more direct 
observations during our field trips. originally our purpose was to design, together with 
the communities, simple biodiversity monitoring. But we decided to study the local 
monitoring systems, present in each village, which could support future biodiversity 
conservation. 
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Kwerba was chosen by ci as a pilot village for long-term activity development for the 
“Mamberamo Biodiversity conservation corridor” in Papua. since our last visit in 2004, 
significant changes have occurred in Kwerba. Kwerba used to be a traditional village5 but 
with continuous effort during the last 20 years and support from ci Papua, it was officially 
appointed as a new village (Desa) in november 2006.
to support conservation planning in this area, ci established a “conservation post” managed 
by a Mamberamo Field officer (MFo) and provided a motorized boat in 2005. with support 
from ci, the local community has developed village regulations, including for the use of the 
motorized boat. the MFo helped with the preparation of the Mla 2006 survey and informed 
the villagers about this new set of activities. in addition ci hired two local youths, who have 
knowledge of plants and animals, to implement ci’s conservation programme in Kwerba.
one important result from the 2004 survey was the community map. this shows the distribution 
of existing natural resources and special sites that Kwerba people consider important for their 
livelihoods. Based on the survey results, the local people had expected to use the map to keep 
their traditional area safe from any extractive activities, conducted by the local government or 
outsiders that would disturb their natural resources. 
.1 a village in the foja foothills
.1.1 geography and history
administratively Kwerba Village belongs to the district (Kecamatan) of Mamberamo tengah 
(Middle Mamberamo) in sarmi regency (Kabupaten). Kwerba is located on a sharp bend of 
the wiri river, a tributary of the Mamberamo river. this is a mountainous region and the 
village, at 80 m above sea level, is surrounded by steep hills. to reach the village during 
the dry season, motorized boats can only reach the mouth of the wiri river, and it takes 
an additional half an hour to walk a narrow muddy forest path. a small stream with clean 
water (Buerak river) runs along side the village. another source of clean water (preferred for 
drinking water) is a well in a rocky cliff wall, at the far side of the airstrip. 
Kwerba village is surrounded by agricultural areas, primary hill forests and secondary forests6. 
the latter is usually caused either by landslides (scattered along the riverbank) or by human 
activities (around the village). some areas, belonging to the Maner and haciwa clans, are 
covered by flat primary lowland forest. 
5  a Desa (village) has an official administrative status under a Kecamatan (district). when it has no recognized status, 
it is called Kampung  (traditional village). a Kampung is usually under the authority of a Desa.
6 in annex 2 we provide a brief analysis of the vegetation of Mamberamo.
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unlike Kay and, to a lesser extent, Papasena, it is common for people in Kwerba to plant sago 
for food. some lakes are found scattered in the wider territory, with abundant resources 
including crocodiles. the nearest lake from the village is lake hehetem, which is about three 
hours walk to the north-west.
.1. The population of kwerba
the population of Kwerba in 2004 was a total of 354 people in 44 households. in a territory 
estimated at 1100 km2 (see chapter 6.1.6), population density is around 0.32 persons per km2, 
far below the figure at the province level (5.66 persons per km2, according to BPs Papua 2002). 
some 35 houses7, made of poles with bark strip walls and rooves of sago palm leaves, standing 
on stilts, line the airstrip. the literacy rate is around 50% and the village has an unofficial 
elementary school, run by a volunteer. the closest secondary school is in Kasonaweja district 
and the closest university is in Jayapura. however, only a few people have continued on to 
higher education and a university degree.
the languages spoken in this area are diverse. Most of the villagers can speak indonesian, but 
the different clans in Kwerba speak a language called ‘Kwerba’ 8, used mainly by the people 
living in a small village called hanem9 hamlet during the old times. there are now several 
ethnic groups in the village, who have different languages and traditions (table 3).
Table 3. the ethnic groups of Kwerba
Original ethnic group Claimed ethnic group Clan 
Kwerba amih Maner
Kwerba Kwerba tawane
Kwerba orawa haciwa
Kwerba Burmeso Meop
Kwerba Kwerba Karawata
Burmeso Burmeso abiasit*
Burmeso Burmeso tasti*
Kawera Kawera Bilasi**
orawa orawa Kho***
* this clan’s origin is Burmeso Village, ** this clan’s origin is Kasonaweja district, *** this clan’s origin is Marina 
Valen Village
7 it is common in Kwerba, as well as in many other villages in indonesia, for several families to live in the same 
house.  during the 2006 survey, we found that the number of households had significantly increased. updated 
demographic data for 2006 are available at ci Jayapura.
8 http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=xwr 
9 we were unable to date when Kwerba people lived in hanem, probably during the 19th century.
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table 3 shows the clans in Kwerba that claim they currently belong to different ethnic groups. 
according to local informants, these main clans were hanem, situated between the ani and 
Kanang rivers, where they had stayed for a long period. Because of frequent wars among the 
different ethnic groups, the Kwerba clans dispersed and left the ani river. the Maner moved to 
the wiri river owned by the amih ethnic group, the haciwa moved to the tabiri river owned 
by the orawa ethnic group, and the Meop moved to the Piari river owned by the Burmeso. 
later, each new settled clan claimed to belong to their host ethnic group.
.1. local livelihoods
Most villagers in Kwerba believe that their current life is better than in the past, when they 
were nomadic10. up until the present, the Kwerba people have been highly dependent on 
forest resources (hunting and gathering11) such as wild pig (Sus scrofa, see Figure 2), cassowary 
(Casuarius unappendiculatus), ground kangaroo (Dorcopsis hageni) and tree kangaroo 
(Dendrolagus inustus). the villagers now grow sago (Metroxylon sagu, the staple food), coconut 
(Cocos nucifera), areca nut (Areca catechu), cacao (Theobroma cacao), red Pandanus (Pandanus 
conoideus), banana (Musa sp.), papaya (Carica papaya), cassava (Manihot utillisima), sweet 
potato (Ipomoea batatas), pumpkin (Family cucurbitaceae), pineapple (Ananas comusus). 
rivers and lakes provide important resources (second in importance to forest resources) such 
as crocodiles (Crocodylus novaeguineae and C. porosus) and fishes: ikan12 sembilang13  (Family 
ariidae), carp (Cyprinus carpio), mujair (Oreochromis sp.) and lele dumbo (Clarias sp.), etc.
crocodiles and birds of paradise (Paradisaea minor and Seleucidis melanoleucus) are now 
difficult to find in the village area because of over-harvesting or difficult access. to maintain 
these animal resources collection is limited and permission from the landowner is required 
when looking for them in another clan’s area (see 3.4 Local Monitoring).
10 when a war broke out with the Burmeso (probably during the 19th century), the Kwerba people kept moving their 
settlement from one place to another – a list of more than 15 locations was given by the head of the village, they 
then moved to the mouth of the tabiri river. this was where they were living when outsiders arrived in the 1960s 
(probably missionaries). in 1972, the village was relocated to the mouth of the wiri river and in 1974 the village 
moved again to its present location in anticipation of the construction of an airstrip at tacewaram (the flat area of 
the present day) in Kwerba. rBMu (regions Beyond Missionary union), an american missionary group, built the 
airstrip in 1975 (ciFor, 2005).
11 the animals (mammals and birds)  were directly identified from field guides by the informants during the fieldwork 
(see Behler et al. 2001 and Flannery 1995)
12 Ikan is the indonesian term for fish
13 this is one of several species of catfish commonly found in the Mamberamo area. its bladder is an important 
source of income for the local community.
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the villagers also have an alternative source of income from selling mats (made from Pandanus 
leaves), matoa (Pometia pinnata) and orchids (Family orchidaceae). a few people work as 
teachers or sell goods such as handicrafts, soap, sugar, batteries, salt and cigarettes.
Figure 2.  local communities consider wild pig to be an important resource
the people of Kwerba still highly respect taboos (traditional regulations/restrictions), which 
ultimately help them to protect their natural resources. however, although villagers know that 
fishing with poison (e.g. Derris elliptica) causes environmental degradation, they continue to 
use this technique for fishing.    
. socio-economic survey 
..1 survey of the clans
From the 2004 survey, there was some confusion about the term ‘clan’. therefore, in the 2006 
survey we gathered information to obtain a clearer definition of this term. in many discussions, 
the young people (under 40 years old) often used the ethnic group term to refer to a clan. only 
the older generation gave sufficient information to explain the meaning of clan. the definition 
of clan is presented in Box 1.
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clans are classified into two groups: the main (local) clans and the outsiders. the main clans 
include: Maner, haciwa, Karawata, tawane and Meop; while the outsiders, who come from 
other villages but live permanently in Kwerba include: abiasit, Bilasi, Kho and tasti. each clan 
has its own leader except for the Karawata whose leader passed away in early 2006 and nobody 
has replaced him yet. within the Kwerba territory, the main clans own a major tributary of the 
Mamberamo river. nevertheless, the outsiders are not necessarily excluded from the control 
of the tributaries. they usually live in the village because they married a member of one of the 
main clans and have permission to collect and hunt resources in the areas belonging to their 
new clan (table 4). 
Table 4. the distribution of clans, tributaries and landowners in Kwerba
 Clans Tributaries (including boundaries) Main landowner 
Maner tabiri river – Mowam river – wiri river – siri river Maner
haciwa watab river – tabiri river haciwa
Karawata Mayau river Karawata
tawane Mayau river – ani river – Kanang river tawane
Meop arisi river – not river Meop
abiasit* wiri river Maner
Bilasi* arisi river – not river Meop
Kho* arisi river - Mayau river – ani river – Kanang river Meop
tasti* arisi river – not river Meop
* these clans are given land use rights to collect forest products in areas belonging to other clans.  
.. natural resource for cash income
information on the collection of natural resource for cash income was obtained from 
interviews and Fgd with the different clans in the village. in general they identified many 
forest products that were usually collected or hunted for daily consumption and for sale. From 
that list, we asked each clan to select the ten most important plants and/or animals (table 
5). the collection of forest products depends on certain conditions, i.e. availability (near the 
village), risk (high in the canopy), accessibility (location, topography and transportation) and 
potential market. 
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Table 5. a summary of the natural resources collected by each clan in Kwerba
Indonesian and/or in 
English/scientific name
Collected by 
clan
Season Price (Rp14) Note
Ikan sembilang / catfish 
(Family ariidae)
all clans any time 50-80,000/kg the bladder of 
the catfish
Lele dumbo / catfish 
(Clarias sp.)
one clan any time 50,000/fish Fresh (sold to 
Kasonaweja)
Mujair (Oreochromis sp.) one clan any time 50,000/fish Fresh (sold to 
Kasonaweja)
Cendrawasih / bird of 
paradise (Paradisaea 
minor)
Five clans  any time 80-100,000 /animal sold as 
ornemental 
stuffed animals
Kasuari / cassowary 
(Casuarius 
unappendiculatus)
all clans during fruit 
season
25-50,000/piece sold fresh/
smoked
Maleo (Talegalla jobiensis) Four clans any time 30,000/animal sold fresh/to 
bake
Mambruk / crowned 
pigeon
(Goura victoria)
one clan any time no information 
available
sold fresh/
smoked
Babi / wild pig (Sus scrofa) all clans any time 20,000/piece sold fresh/
smoked
Buaya / crocodile 
(Crocodylus porosus, C. 
novaeguineae)
three clans any time 14-16,000/inch crocodile skins
Kanguru tanah / ground 
kangaroo (Dorcopsis 
hageni)
all clans any time 10-15,000/piece sold fresh/
smoked
Kanguru pohon / tree 
kangaroo (Dendrolagus 
inustus)
all clans any time 15,000/piece sold fresh/
smoked
Anggrek / orchids 
(Dendrobium spp.)
one clan any time 250,000/plant when they 
visit the forests 
or by order
14 rp = rupiah (idr), the indonesian currency
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Indonesian and/or in 
English/scientific name
Collected by 
clan
Season Price (Rp14) Note
Buah merah / red 
Pandanus (Pandanus 
conoideus)
one clan any time 20-30,000/mat sold as mats
Melinjo / gnetum (Gnetum 
gnemon)
three clans any time 2,000/heap Fruit
Sagu / sago (Metroxylon 
sagu)
six clans depend on age 
of sago (10-12 
years)
100,000/bag sold to 
Kasonaweja
table 5 shows that more animals are hunted than plants. Five animals are considered more 
important than other species by all clans. sago is important for six clans and still abundant in 
Kwerba. one clan may consider certain species of plant or animal as important when other 
clans do not. For example, orchids are only important for the Meop. 
.. Commercial and rare species
table 6 shows the information on species that matter to local people in terms of commercial 
use and rare species. 
in Kwerba, men and women have different perceptions of how to determine plants and 
animals that have market value for their livelihoods. commercial species refers to plants or 
animals that could quickly generate money, according to the women’s group, and/or can 
be sold at a high price, according to the men’s group. table 6 shows the five most important 
plants and animals for commercial use. red Pandanus (luVi = 13.32), sago (12.75) and gnetum 
(10.42) are important because they can generate quick cash income as they are still abundant 
in the village area. the matoa tree (4.61) and orchids (3.35) are considered less important 
species. Matoa is difficult to find in the village area, but abundant in the forest. some people 
collect orchids (e.g. Dendrobium spp.), which are easily found in the mountain forest. however, 
they only collect orchids when there is an order from people in Jayapura or the district. 
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Table 6. commercial species by two groups of women and two groups of men in Kwerba 
Village
Indonesian and/or local / English name Scientific name Average 
LUVIx100
Pl
an
t
Buah merah (kacir) / red Pandanus Pandanus conoideus 13.32
Sagu (namok) / sago Metroxylon sagu 12.75
Melinjo (wac) / gnetum Gnetum gnemon 10.42
Matoa (hiber) Pometia pinnata 4.61
Anggrek (ehib-ehib) / orchids Dendrobium spp. 3.35
A
ni
m
al
Ikan sembilang (akunet) / catfish Family ariidae 6.09
Babi (cipic) / wild pig Sus scrofa 5.82
Kanguru tanah (hower) / ground 
kangaroo
Dorcopsis hageni 5.21
Kasuari (kamah) / cassowary Casuarius unappendiculatus 4.76
Kanguru pohon (habuak) / tree kangaroo Dendrolagus inustus 4.20
the most economically important animal is the ikan sembilang (6.09) for its bladder (Figure 
3). other animals such as wild pig (5.82), ground kangaroo (5.21), cassowary (4.76) and tree 
kangaroo (4.20) are also considered important commercial products because they are easy to 
catch and are still abundant around the village. 
table 7 shows the rare species identified by the local people. Plants are abundant in the village 
area (wiri, Mowam and siri rivers); only animals are considered rare. 
Table 7.  rare animal species in Kwerba village
Indonesian and/or local / English name Scientific name Average 
LUVIx100
Buaya (cidam) / crocodiles Crocodylus novaeguineae and C. 
porosus
28.75
Cendrawasih (kacy) / bird of paradise Paradisea minor 21.25
Kasuari (kamah) / cassowary Casuarius unappendiculatus 7.50
Kanguru tanah (hower) / ground kangaroo Dorcopsis hageni 7.50
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crocodiles and birds of paradise also have a trade potential, i.e. bird of paradise and most parts 
of the crocodile (skin, teeth, meat, eggs, fat and genitals) are used as commercial products. But 
these animals have become difficult to hunt because of over-harvesting or difficult access. 
unlike in Papasena and Kay, people in Kwerba think the cassowary and ground kangaroo 
are rare species. even though the villagers hunt these animals for daily consumption, since 
2000 they have become difficult to find near the village, but are still abundant along other 
tributaries within the Kwerba territory.
Figure 3. Kwerba people consider ikan sembilang’s bladder to
be an important commercial product
. Participatory mapping
this activity was a follow-up from the Mla 2004 study. From the 2004 participatory map we 
generated three different maps: a geo-referenced natural resources distribution map, clan 
map and land use map. 
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natural resources map (Map 2): although local knowledge on natural resources was very 
impressive, the 2004 map needed to be modified after a ground check activity. Many people 
in the village (men, women, old and young) from different clans were involved in editing 
the map. as each tributary belongs to a specific clan, members of the clan were the most 
knowledgeable about that particular area. the natural resources are broadly distributed along 
the different rivers from the mouth to the upstream area of the river. the location of certain 
resources is easily recognized (crocodile, pig, cassowary, resin tree / Agathis sp., eaglewood / 
Aquilaria sp., gardens, cemetery). sago gardens are everywhere, and sago has become one of 
the most important resources. 
Map 2. a portion of the natural resources map of Kwerba Village 
it is not only their staple food but they also use it to mark their territories. swift caves are 
located in the upper area of the wiri river but local people do not collect the nests as access 
from the village is difficult, even though the nests have an economic potential. they recognize 
that eaglewood and the resin tree are important hilly species with high economic value, but 
they are less interested in collecting these species because of the lack of a market. ost gardens 
are situated along the three rivers that belong to the Maner clan (Mowam, wiri and siri rivers). 
a few small gardens have, however, been established in other river areas as a source of food 
when they go hunting or are on patrol.
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lakes and rivers (e.g. tabiri and Mowam) are other important landscapes as people still go 
there for hunting crocodiles and fishing. they need to travel by canoe or to walk to reach these 
resources. 
Clan map (Map 3): this map shows the distribution of the Kwerba clan areas according to 
the villagers. during the map-making process, we talked carefully to the community about 
mapping the boundaries and limits of the clans, because it was a sensitive issue in the previous 
Mla activity. nevertheless, it was necessary to obtain information on clan areas for a ground 
check activity as well. Most heads of clans and the older people were involved in the making 
of this map. 
they checked their clan borders under the supervision of the Ondoafi15. each clan is responsible 
for managing its resources. the leader allows them to establish gardens in the village area and 
to plant vegetables and fruits. 
Map 3 also shows the distribution of clan areas in the Kwerba territory. all clans have access to 
the Mamberamo river:
Map 3. a portion of the clan map of Kwerba Village
15 ondoafi is a specific term used in the sentani district (http://www.bakti.org/index.php?section=163&lang=en). 
ondoafi means a customary leader and people in the Mamberamo region have adopted the term. 
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• The Maner clan: this clan occupies more than 50% of the total area in Kwerba, including 
three rivers along the Mamberamo river (siri, wiri and Mowam rivers). this clan used to 
live in a home range from the mouth of the wiri and Mowam rivers to the upper part of 
each river. this is shown by the distribution of 17 old abandoned villages along these rivers 
where they have planted sago, banana, coconut and fruits. 
 
 in 1971, the Maner and other clans decided to move their village to the side of the wiri 
river, in the Maner’s territory. all clans living there were allowed to freely collect forest 
products for their own consumption. 
 the collection of commercial products such as sago, crocodile, cockatoo and the bird 
of paradise is allowed only after permission is granted, and on the condition that the 
landowner receives a half share of the products collected. collecting and hunting other 
products such as cassowary, ground and tree kangaroo, fishes, wild pig, freshwater turtle 
(Pelochelys cantori and Elseya novaeguineae), matoa, gnetum and rattan (Calamus sp.) is 
free anytime. 
• The Haciwa clan: only one abandoned village can be found close to the mouth of the 
tabiri river. several gardens are scattered along the river, but for their daily subsistence, 
they have gardens in the Maner area near Kwerba Village. 
• The Karawata clan: the Karawata’s area is the smallest of the clan areas; however, there is 
only one family in this clan. in early 2006, the landowner of this area passed away and the 
area now belongs to his children.      
• The Tawane clan: the area is very important as all clans originally come from the hamlet 
of hanem, located near the ani river (see 3.2.1 survey of the clans). this is why all clans still 
have access to this area for collecting forest products although they already have their own 
territories. the intersection of the Kwamah and Kwamawe rivers is an important hunting 
area for the haciwa, Meop and tawane clans. 
 the tawane clan also collects forest products in the Karawata’s area (Mayau river) because 
these clans lived together in hanem hamlet a long time ago. thirteen old abandoned 
villages with sago plantations can be found in this clan’s area. they usually collect the sago 
when visiting these places.
• The Meop clan: this is the only clan whose area is located on the left side of the 
Mamberamo river. this clan has an important place for hunting, called tadio/Keretasan 
forest. it is accessible only on foot from the mouth of the Piari river. the area is a rich source 
of various animals such as wild pig, ground kangaroo, cassowary, crocodile, turtle, fishes, 
maleo and bird of paradise.
Land use map (Map 4): Based on information from each clan and discussions with the older 
villagers, clan leaders and traditional leaders (kepala suku), the Kwerba territory is generally 
shared according to different land uses:
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1. Hunting Areas 
 hunting areas are found in each clan area, starting from the mouth of each clan’s main 
tributary. local people usually use their canoes to reach these areas. however, they will not 
hunt too far from home if they plan to go home on the same day. But if they decide to stay 
overnight, they look for game as far as they can or until a certain place/river where they 
camp.
Map 4.  a portion of the land use map of Kwerba Village
 
 in Kwerba, crocodile hunting areas are situated along the Mamberamo, siri, wiri, Mowam, 
tabiri and Mayau rivers. several lakes are also important for hunting crocodile (i.e. lake 
hehetem, aputi and Mowam). according to the villagers, the best places for hunting are 
along the riverbanks. Fishing is usually undertaken near the settlements.    
 
2. Reserve Areas (less intensive use for game)
 the Kwerba people maintain more than 50% of their total area strictly as a reserve for 
natural resources. the main reason for this is difficult access. in addition, people want to 
protect their resources from over-harvesting and to keep some areas for the future. Most 
of this mountainous/hilly area is covered by primary forest with limited access. according 
to local people, plants and animals are still abundant in this area.
3. Agricultural Areas
 agricultural areas are mostly located near the wiri river not far from the village. each 
clan has a small area to use for agriculture. the Ondoafi gives the right to use the land to 
villagers who need it. 
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 usually villagers also plant mixed crops in their clan areas which they harvest when they 
visit the area for hunting or patrolling. 
4. Sacred Areas
 the villagers believe that their ancestors inhabit these areas in the form of certain plants 
and animals. the sacred areas are scattered around the territory, near the main tributaries. 
if someone trespasses, it brings bad luck. 
 the following are some examples of sacred areas:  
o the Kone 1 river: there is a sacred pool which people are prohibited from looking at if 
they pass nearby. 
o the lake aputi: everybody has to talk quietly when near the lake.
o the hanem and amohu rivers: local people believe that the hot water pond   
(mepopok), mineral water pond (pikaka) and salt-water pond (harig), found in these 
rivers are all inhabited by their ancestors. 
o the upstream area of the watap river: people are not allowed to cut bamboo.  
o the upstream area of the Pim river: people are forbidden to call or mention two birds: 
the kokora (Pitta erythrogaster) and kwakar (owl).    
o the upstream area of the Mar and Besway rivers: people are banned from cutting the 
mocian tree to avoid akure16 disease. 
o the upstream area of the acipu, wiri, tabiri and Kanang rivers: according to villagers, 
there is a crocodile that protects these places. People have to be very careful if their 
canoe or boat is passing these rivers. Many accidents have happened already.
. local monitoring
..1 local control of the territory
the Kwerba territory includes five major tributaries along the Mamberamo river (see table 
4). each tributary belongs to a major clan in Kwerba (Maner, haciwa, Karawata, tawane and 
Meop) and each clan has their own land. in general the territory of each clan is limited by 
mountains, rivers, sago gardens or other specific features easy to identify.
all clans collect forest products but are not allowed to do so in an extensive area for a long 
period. For certain resources such as sago, bird of paradise and crocodile, they still need 
permission from the landowners. 
16 according to local belief, akure is a disease that occurs when people cut or touch the Mocian tree. this tree is 
similar to the nanihaya tree (Family apocynaceae), a small tree, located in mountain forest. the main symptom is the 
body becomes stiff. it is believed that nobody can survive from this disease.  actually, there is no record of recent 
attacks of akure and it is thought to have only occured along time ago. 
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in 2000 the rules were changed when Yali (Yayasan Lingkungan Hidup Irian Jaya, a local 
environmental conservation ngo) and the traditional council of Mamberamo raya asked 
people to follow new rules concerning land tenure. now collectors have to give 50% of the 
forest product to the landowner to avoid conflict among clans. 
there are three types of traditional ownership in Kwerba: 
1) individual ownership (cinya hama) is individuals who own specific areas such as forest, a 
small river or lake. 
2) Joint ownership (nimya hama) is shared ownership between two or more people from the 
same clan.   
3) right of use (coonemoter/conanamotera) is the right given to individuals who are not the 
landowner. 
each clan controls its own territory, usually a few members patrol and stay on the upstream 
river area for two to four months. during the patrol, they usually collect forest products and 
hunt. this sort of monitoring is important to prevent trespassing. 
.. natural resources control
in order to control their natural resources, villagers use two types of prohibition in certain 
areas, called Titir and Arach. these prohibitions help them to maintain their resources. Titir is an 
area where people are not allowed to hunt animals. they keep this area as a reserve for game 
because of its difficult access. in addition, this area is considered a sacred place. Arach is an area 
in which hunting is forbidden for specific reasons, i.e. mourning. the area is closed temporarily 
and then opened again after the mourning period. 
usually, villagers hunt in their clan area, and look for animals from the mouth of each main 
tributary. some rules are applied to hunting as well:   
1. hunting limits are fixed to protect animals from over hunting. 
2. the use of certain animals (e.g. cassowary, crocodile, maleo and snake) is not allowed; 
where villagers believe these animals might be the reincarnation of their ancestors.   
3. the use of forest products in sacred areas is not allowed, for cultural reasons (fear of the 
ancestors). 
Villagers are trying to maintain some important species, which could have an economic value 
and/or that could be threatened, e.g. crocodiles and birds of paradise. 
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there are two types of crocodile which are usually collected: black crocodile/fresh water 
crocodile (Crocodylus novaeguineae) and yellow crocodile/sea crocodile (C. porosus). 
Businessmen living in Jayapura have collected these species since the 1970s, and some 
companies i.e. Pt. Bintandjai and Pt. Bintang Mas started to collect them in the 1980s. 
crocodiles were not sold but traded during that period. Villagers could catch 5-10 crocodiles 
in one night and exchange them for cigarettes or clothes. according to them, the crocodile 
started to be traded in the 1990s and there has been a good market in Jayapura since 1992. 
People recognized that crocodiles could be found easily along the Mamberamo, siri and 
Mayau rivers, and in lake hehetem and Mowam. even those from other places (sorong, Biak 
and serui) also hunt crocodiles in these areas. hunters prefer to look for crocodiles at night, 
when there is no apparent moon, in clear water, or during the dry season when crocodiles are 
visible on the riverside. however, since 2001 the Kwerba people have found that it is difficult 
to catch crocodiles in these areas. it can now take several days before they can catch one and 
exceptional to catch more than one crocodile in one day. For most villagers, hunting crocodiles 
consumes much time and efforts and the number of crocodile they could harvest recently is 
not worthed if compared to the logistic they should prepare.
Villagers try to control the population of crocodiles in some places where they are still abundant, 
mostly in some lakes such as hehetem, aputi, Mowam, iwarem, otowiri and wacawah. 
crocodiles are also found on rivers such as the siri and Mayau. some rules are emphasized to 
control the crocodile resource. For example: collecting crocodile eggs is only allowed in a few 
existing nests and only crocodiles between 12 – 20 inches cBw may be hunted for their skin 
(Box 2). 
Box 2.  commercial Belly width (cBw) for crocodiles
cBw is defined rather technically as the “width of a crocodile skin on which at 
least the two outer longitudinal rows of raised scutes posterior to the nuchal 
shield are present and is the distance across the belly between the outer edges of 
the outer scutes in the third tranverse scale row behind the nucal shield, outer in 
all cases meaning furthest from the middorsal line” 
(http://faolex.fao.org/docs/texts/png51637.doc). see also Van Jaarsveldt (1987).
the skin from the back of the crocodile is not measured. it is only a partial 
circumference. in indonesia, cBw should be comprised between 12 and 20 inches 
(Keputusan Menteri Kehutanan 2827/Kpts-ii/2002).
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the villagers have a good knowledge on important resources including birds of paradise in 
their area, but they only collect two species (Paradisaea minor and Seleucidis melanoleucus), 
because of their potential market in the district and in Jayapura. according to the villagers, 
the population of these two species is also decreasing in the forests near the village. these 
birds are actually still abundant in the upper part of all main rivers within Kwerba but the very 
limited access to reach those areas are the major obstacle for people to collect the resource.
Papasena Survey
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6 People priorities and perceptions: Towards conservation partnership in Mamberamo
as in Kwerba, the Mla 2004 survey in Papasena implemented a series of activities 
during a one-month stay in the village. the 2004 Mla results form an interesting input 
in the discussion of local communities and conservation issues. it shows that local 
people still rely on the forest for their livelihoods and that for most of the categories of 
use and values the forest remains the most significant location. 
Based on these results, the Mla 2006 survey explored the possibility of there being 
natural resources from the forest that could be commercially developed as an 
alternative source of income for local people. this included local monitoring of valuable 
resources. the results show that the local community considers sago (Metroxylon sagu, 
see Figure 4) and matoa (Pometia pinnata) as well as crocodile (two species: freshwater 
and saltwater, Crocodylus novaeguineae and C. porosus respectively) and ikan sembilang 
(Family ariidae), as the most important plants and animals for trading. 
Figure 4.  a woman processing sago, a staple food in Papasena
 
after the 2004 survey, villagers in Papasena had two expectations: 1) to use the Mla 
results (especially the resource map) as a basis for discussing land conflicts with other 
villages around; and 2) to use the map to prove their rights over their resources to any 
outsider who comes to exploit the surrounding natural resources. the new improved 
Mla 2006 survey maps were also developed with local participation, and can now be 
used in discussions concerning land use planning and conservation.
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.1 The lowland village
.1.1 geography and history
since the early 1970s, Papasena has been an officially recognized village under the 
district of Mamberamo hulu in the regency of sarmi. the old village was situated at 
the mouth of the daude river (a tributary of the Mamberamo river) and the villagers 
were all christians of the evangelical christian church (Gereja Kristen Injili - GKI). in 1972 
a priest from the indonesia evangelical church (Gereja Injili di Indonesia - GIDI) helped 
the community to construct an airstrip in a new settlement on the banks of the daude 
river, which is now known as Papasena 1. a part of the community followed this new 
church. later in 1973 people living in the old settlement built a new village located on 
the banks of the Beri river which was recognized as Papasena 2. in 1988 due to internal 
conflict concerning women among the old people of the dude clan in Papasena 1, 
a third village, Papasena 3, was established without any official village status. From 
Papasena 2, a group of five households moved upstream in 2002 due to a religious 
conflict (they are 7th day adventists). relationships among the three villages are still 
strong, but conflicts concerning resource use, especially crocodile hunting, occur 
occasionally. 
Papasena 1 is situated in swampy lowland between Jayawijaya and the Foja Mountains. 
it is a flat area of plain and swamp forests, with the first hills some kilometers north 
of the village. its elevation is 70 m above sea level. during the wet season (when the 
daude river floods) Papasena 1 can be reached by motorized boat. during the dry 
season, however, boats can only reach the mouth of the daude river. 
Most of the houses and the communal buildings, such as the church, community 
centre, community health care centre (puskesmas)17 and elementary school were 
built alongside the airstrip. the other houses are scattered widely around this central 
airstrip, in small groups of 3-4 houses surrounded by shrubs and small trees. ci built 
a conservation post in 2005 (see Figure 5) and recruited several local youths as staff 
for implementing conservation activities (Penggerak Kader Konservasi - PKK) in order 
to keep ci’s priorities in line with local needs and provide the community with regular 
updates on ci’s programmes. ci also donated a boat engine and a chainsaw to support 
local needs. 
17 the local government gave this facility to the villagers but unfortunately, the medicine was always in short supply 
and the medical aide representative subsequently left the village two years ago.  since then, this building has not 
been maintained properly and is now in bad condition.  
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.1. The population of Papasena
the populations of more than 500 people live in 82 households. in a territory estimated 
at 1700 km2 (see chapter 6.1.6), population density is around 0.36 persons per km2, not 
far from the figure in Kwerba. it has significantly increased during the last two years 
though the number of households has remained the same. in the Mla 2004 survey, 
it was reported that there were 377 people in Papasena. Young couples and their 
children mostly live with their parents, as housing has become a major problem. it is 
now common to find two or more households living in the same house in Papasena. 
For this reason, the district government has begun a house-construction programme.
Figure 5.  ci built a conservation post in Papasena in 2005
 
there are seven main clans of six ethnic groups in the village: Kawena and dikibak 
(Batero ethnic group), Khu (Kawijta ethnic group), dawrije (werebo ethnic group), 
dude 1 (Kwaketai ethnic group), dude 2 (warudargo ethnic group) and ewey (Pokorijta 
ethnic group) who are also the main landowners in Papasena 1. Batero, Kawijta and 
werebo are the main ethnic groups in Papasena. in addition, there are several minor 
clans in Papasena: Baidoba, treido, Kusa, Maner, Kowi, sambari, Kep-kep and Pikeri. 
each ethnic group in Papasena has its own language, but three main ethnic groups 
(Kawijta, werebo and Kwaketai) have adopted one common language, i.e. the Kawijta 
language. according to the customary leader, the other groups also use Kawijta for 
daily conversation in Papasena. 
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.1. local livelihoods
in Papasena, the staple foods are sago (cultivated and wild), bananas (Musa sp.), sweet 
potatoes (Ipomoea batatas), cassava (Manihot utillisima) and some green vegetables. 
sago grows best in swampy areas and four or five bags of sago can be extracted from 
one tree, which is enough to feed a family for several months. apart from these planted 
crops, people in Papasena rely on forest products; fruits, leaves and a variety of game: 
ground kangaroo (Dorcopsis hageni), tree kangaroo (Dendrolagus inustus), cuscus 
(Spilocuscus maculatus), rat (Peroryctes raffrayana), wild pig (Sus scrofa), cassowary 
(Casuarius unappendiculatus) and other birds, because the forest is still very close to the 
village and in very good condition. 
Because of the landscape and the proximity of the Mamberamo river, fishing and 
hunting crocodiles plays an important role in Papasena livelihoods especially as a source 
of income. several techniques are used for fishing: hook, net, poison, etc. different 
varieties of fishes e.g. ikan sembilang, carp (Cyprinus carpio) and mujair (Oreochromis 
sp.) are caught on the Mamberamo river and its tributaries. 
some villagers collect the swim bladders of ikan sembilang, which are sold to collectors 
coming to the village, mostly from the district of dabra and Jayapura. according to 
local informants, the bladders are exported to hong Kong for medicine. the price of 
one kilogram of dried bladder varies between rp 70,000 – rp 100,000. crocodiles are an 
important source of protein as well as cash income (see Figure 6). the juvenile animals 
and skins are sold to collectors in the district and to ranchers and/or trading companies 
in Jayapura. traded skins are subject to a minimum (12 inches) and maximum (20 
inches) size-limit (see Box 2), with an average price of rp 20,000 per inch. For villagers, 
it is a chance to earn money and it encourages them to continue hunting crocodile and 
ikan sembilang. even now, as the trading company’s activities are decreasing, people 
can still find collectors and traders in the district and iri island to whom they can sell the 
crocodile skin and ikan sembilang bladders. 
in Papasena land tenure is not only applied to forests but also to rivers and wildlife 
management. according to the elders, this started in 2000, when Yali and daMr 
introduced new rules concerning land tenure. each part of the territory is therefore 
’owned’ by a clan, but anyone is allowed to undertake subsistence activities (gardening, 
fishing or hunting for food) anywhere without restriction. People can also hunt 
anywhere they want as long as they recognize the landowner’s rights and do not go 
into sacred areas. when dealing with extraction for commercial purposes, land rights 
are a more sensitive issue requiring clear authorization beforehand. only commercial 
extractive activities require permission from landlords from different clans. therefore, 
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crocodile hunting remains a major cause of conflict between the different villages, each 
arguing that it has exclusive rights to this activity, Papasena 1 because of its traditional 
land rights and Papasena 2 and 3 because of their proximity to the main river. each clan 
owns areas often delimited by small rivers. For example, the Kwaketai ethnic group 
owns land along the Beri river, the werebo along the oire river and the Pokhorijta 
along the daude river. access to these territories is free for everybody, but land rights 
are kept by the main groups. sago planting is constrained by land rights, but there 
are no precise rules for other kinds of gardens (mixed crop gardens), according to the 
villagers. 
Figure 6. crocodile skin is an economically important product
. socio-economic survey 
..1 forest products for cash income
From the Fgd and interviews with key informants, plant species such as sago, masohi 
(Cryptocarya massoy), gnetum (Gnetum gnemon) and matoa were identified as the 
forest resources most frequently collected by the people of Papasena. there are no 
specific seasons, except for matoa, which has two fruiting seasons: april and december. 
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People use plants, such as sago and matoa from the forest to meet their daily needs, 
and also to sell, mostly to villagers.
the most hunted species are crocodile, ikan sembilang, carp and mujair, wild pig, 
cassowary, ground kangaroo and tree kangaroo and several species of bird (cockatoos, 
hornbills, pigeons, parrots, and birds of paradise). hunting crocodiles during the dry 
season, when water in most lakes (especially lake Pougda), rivers and tributaries is 
lower, is relatively easy. Mammals and birds are found in huge numbers everywhere, 
mainly during the fruit season, while fishes including ikan sembilang can be caught 
anytime in all lakes, rivers and tributaries. the people of Papasena use animal resources 
both for daily consumption and for sale. 
.. Commercial and rare species
two scoring exercises adapted from Mla methods were implemented during focus 
group discussions with two groups of men and women. the discussions focused on 
plants and animals important for trading, which are now rarely found by villagers. table 
8 shows that sago scored much higher than other commercial species as it is the main 
food for most people. in addition, crocodile and ikan sembilang are also considered 
important commercial resources.
Table 8. commercial species in Papasena
Indonesian and/or local / English name Scientific name Average 
LUVIx100
Pl
an
t
 Sagu (pii) / sago Metroxylon sagu 19.44
 Matoa (poki) Pometia pinnata 6.38
 Melinjo (tourah) / gnetum Gnetum gnemon 3.53
 Pinang (tia) / areca nut Areca catechu 3.17
 Siri hutan (pakari awirug) / betel Piper betle 1.46
A
ni
m
al
 Buaya (pay) / crocodile Crocodylus sp. 7.74
 Ikan sembilang (tari) / catfish Family ariidae 6.42
 Babi (iig) / wild pig Sus scrofa 4.04
 Kasuari (khu) / cassowary Casuarius unappendiculatus 3.55
 Ikan mas / carp Cyprinus carpio 3.24
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it is interesting to see that local people also believe that some products, such as sago, 
matoa, gnetum, crocodile and wild pig are rare. the crocodiles are the second rarest 
species in this area after birds of paradise (see table 9) as it has been over hunted, 
mainly since companies looking for animal skins came to the region in the 1970s.
Table 9. rare species in Papasena
Indonesian and/or local / English name Scientific name Average 
LUVIx100
Pl
an
ts
Sagu (pii) / sago Metroxylon sagu 5.88
Matoa (poki) Pometia pinnata 3.25
Melinjo (tourah) / gnetum Gnetum gnemon 1.88
Sukun (kwa) / breadfruit Artocarpus altilis 1.50
A
ni
m
al
s
Cendrawasih (dii) / birds of paradise Family Paradisaeidae 26.38
Buaya (paij) / crocodile Crocodylus sp. 20.00
Nuri / parrots Family Psittacidae 5.00
Babi (iig) / wild pig Sus scrofa 4.00
Kakatua putih (wii) / sulphur-crested cockatoo Cacatua galerita 2.88
this demand for crocodile skins has led the local people of Papasena and other villages 
to put more effort into crocodile hunting. Birds of paradise are considered the rarest 
animal as they were frequently caught alive for their high price and have now become 
difficult to find. other birds such as parrots and cockatoos (see Figure 7) have also 
become rare since they are often hunted for their meat and the juvenile animals are 
taken for sale.  as some resources are no longer easy to find a rule has been issued by 
the village head and the Ondoafi18.  
. Participatory mapping
the main aim of this activity was to improve the participatory map developed during 
the Mla survey in 2004 by conducting a field survey using gPs to verify the main 
information given by the community. combined with information obtained during 
Fgd, the results from the ground check were analysed using geographic information 
system (gis) software to create three new maps: a geo-referenced natural resources 
distribution map, clan map and land use map (see annex 1 for more information on 
the methods).
18 a definition of the term ‘ondoafi’ has been given in footnote 10 on page 26.
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Figure 7. cockatoos are often captured for sale
Natural resources distribution map (Map 5): we can see from Map 5 that, in general, 
all information on the Mla 2004 map is still relevant; however, this improved map is 
now more accurate. some changes were noted in the field concerning, for example, the 
names of some places. For instance, a river near Papasena 3 was identified as the tawrig 
river on the map, but during the ground check the key informant said it was actually 
the tarbo river. 
this might have happened because the former informant was not the owner of this 
particular area. the shape of some parts of the main rivers and lakes such as Kakug and 
Puarite looked different compared to the 2004 map. this may have been caused by river 
or water flow dynamics. having been verified and formalised, the shape and position of 
most features such as villages, old abandoned villages, rivers, tributaries and lakes are 
now more accurate. the map can now be used for further discussion concerning clan 
areas and traditional land use. important resources for example plants, animals, rivers, 
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tributaries and lakes, which have been drawn on the map covering village areas, are 
mostly situated in the northern part of main river channels. however, less information 
on resources appears in the mountainous terrain, possibly because the area is difficult 
to access.
Map 5. a portion of the natural resources distribution map of Papasena Village
Clan map (Map 6): this map is based on the natural resources distribution map and 
shows areas claimed by the different Papasena clans. however, clan areas were not 
geo-referenced and only based on information collected during discussions with 
representatives, including the Ondoafies – apolos dude (Papasena 1) and timotius 
Kawena (Papasena 2) - in the villages (see table 10). 
overall, there are two different things on the clan map of Papasena that do not appear on 
the maps of the two other study villages. First, there is one clan whose area is separated 
in two different places, in hilly terrain and on the bank of the main river channel. this 
enables the clan, i.e. dude 1, to access the taritatu river, the main channel where most 
villagers hunt/fish crocodile and ikan sembilang.
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Map 6. a portion of the clan map of Papasena Village
Table 10.  areas of the seven dominant clans in Papasena
Clan Claimed Areas
dawrije ari river - dawig river - siri river
Khu ari river- Beri river
ewey the mouth of daude river - arpu river- lake Poipu– lake toraru
Kawena Beri river at the mouth of Kware river - Foja Mountains
dude 1 the mouth of Beri river - Kuare river - daude river
dude 2 oire river - tarbo river
dikibak Bare river - arue river
second, there is one clan (Kawena) who lives outside its traditional territory i.e. in the 
ewey clan area around the taritatu river. according to our informants, Kawena people 
used to live in mountainous terrain in the northern part of Papasena village. due to 
conflict, the remaining Kawena people moved downstream and married local people 
in the Papasena area. up till now, they live on the banks of the Beri river and have 
access to the main river for fishing and hunting crocodile.
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the dawrije was the first clan to settle in this area, and have retained their original 
land ownership, which is mostly covered by secondary swamp forest and secondary 
lowland forest. though most of them have moved and now live in Papasena, two 
dawrije settlements with a few houses can still be found in werebo near the mouth 
of the soaki river and on ari island on the Mamberamo river. abandoned villages of 
the Papasena people can be found at the mouth of the wariso river, which separates 
Papasena from sikari Village and where people have planted fruit trees. this shows that 
the clan members are maintaining a regular presence in their traditional lands.   
Most Khu clan areas are dominated by primary swamp forest. the mouth of the tikari 
river is an important hunting area, as are areas in and around lakes Puarite and Kakug, 
particularly for fishing and hunting crocodiles. dawrije clan members are allowed to 
take natural resources from these areas as these two clans are related. 
the ewey clan has laid claim to the location of Papasena 1 and 2, where most crops are 
cultivated. Primary lowland forest is the major vegetation type. a few natural gaps and 
old gardens occur along the banks of the daude river. in addition, some important 
plants: sago, gnetum, matoa, masohi and rattan; and animals such as: pig, cassowary, 
maleo and ground kangaroo were recorded in this area. Potential sites for fishing and 
hunting crocodiles have been identified on some lakes: toraru, augtai, Pougda, Pokobi 
and tajakre; and on the daude river.  
dude 1 clan areas are situated in two different sites: a small part in the southern area of 
the taritatu river and a bigger part upstream on the daude river (upper part of the arpu 
river). this small area, including lakes wariste and warigku, is a primary swamp forest, 
which has fishing and crocodile hunting potential. the bigger part is mostly covered 
by primary lowland forest with some small gardens along the Beri river. dude clan 
members used to live in Papasena 1 until an internal conflict separated them into two 
clans, i.e. dude 1 and dude 2. dude 1 remained in Papasena 1 while the dude 2 moved 
to the banks of the oire river. this has led to the establishment of a new settlement, 
Papasena 3, which is still administratively dependent on Papasena 1. according to our 
key informants, people in Papasena 3 want to form a new official village.
Primary swamp forest seems to dominate the area claimed by dude 2. Most of their 
areas are used for hunting (wild pig, cassowary, kangaroo and several kinds of birds). 
there are small gardens around the village and potential areas for fishing and crocodile 
hunting on lakes treta and dauri.
almost all areas claimed by the dikibak are covered by primary swamp forest. one place 
close to the mouth of the arue river, is a popular fishing and crocodile hunting area. a 
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permanent hut has been built there and sago planted for those who stay overnight.
the biggest, and the farthest area, belongs to the Kawena clan who mostly live in 
Papasena 2. it is covered by primary lowland, then hill forest from the mouth of the 
Kware river up to the Foja Mountains and thus mainly defined as sacred areas. on 
the clan map, there is insufficient information concerning the Kawena clan area in the 
mountains. the Kawena clan limits are marked with dashed lines on the map.   
Land use map (Map 7): this map is also based on the natural resources distribution 
map and describes land use areas which can be categorized as crop growing, hunting, 
fishing, sacred places and areas which are less intensively used. these categories show 
how local people use their land to meet their daily needs. among all land uses, crop 
growing is the most limited, mostly around the villages, where people plant sago, 
banana, sweet potato, cassava, coconut, red Pandanus and vegetables for food. no 
crops are planted in the southern areas of the taritatu river, which is covered by swamp. 
the information on this map is not geo-referenced and only obtained from discussions 
in the village.
Map 7. a portion of the land use map of Papasena Village
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gardens and forests around the village provide other resources important for local 
needs such as wood for building boats, house construction, firewood and medicine. 
some small gardens have been cultivated outside the village along the banks of the 
rivers and even the upper reaches of the rivers. they are an important food supply for 
villagers when hunting and patrolling. 
hunting areas are defined as the areas where people regularly go to catch game (pig, 
kangaroo, cassowary and other birds, etc.) both for food and sale. they start from the 
soaki river, a tributary of the upper Mamberamo river and go up until the upper part 
of the arue river, a tributary of the taritatu river. although people hunt close to the 
village, they also spend one day hunting and collecting non-timber forest products and 
come back to the village the same evening. sometimes they walk further and spend 
a night in the forest. they also regularly hunt until the upper part of the tributaries in 
small groups of 3 – 5 people and spend a couple of weeks or even one month in the 
forest, build a hut, cultivate small gardens and hunt. they do this actually to mark and 
control their territory. during our field activities we found many animal footprints and 
heard animals, indicating they were still plentiful around the village and people did not 
need to go far to catch them. 
we considered areas for fishing and hunting crocodiles to be different from ‘hunting 
areas’ because of the different land type. in addition, fishes (especially ikan sembilang) 
and crocodile are specific resources, which people consider important based on our 
scoring exercises. areas for these activities include the taritatu river and almost all 
lakes around it. groups of 2 – 4 people usually hunt crocodile at night, mostly during 
the dry season (July – august). during daylight, they earn additional income by fishing 
in the same area. they go fishing anytime particularly for catfish because of its highly-
priced bladder.
People of Papasena, especially the members of the ewey clan, are allowed to extend 
their area for fishing and crocodile hunting into the Pakuja Village territory. this is most 
probably because they are related. on the map we gave this extended fishing and 
crocodile hunting area a different mark.
another land use category is the sacred area, which is situated in the mountainous 
terrain north of the village. everyone must ask permission from their ancestors’ spirits 
and carry out a little ritual, led by a local guide, before passing it. this is believed to 
avoid bad luck or being disturbed by the spirits. the lower part of the sacred area 
overlaps with the hunting area in some places. according to informants, there are still 
a lot of important resources in this area but since it is located in rugged terrain, almost 
nobody goes there. only a few people sometimes hunt animals while conducting 
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territory control (see 4.4.1 local control of the territory). there is also a piece of land 
in the northern part of this sacred area (owned by the Kawena) for which there is no 
available information on the natural resources. the map we brought with us to the field 
did not include that particular area.   
we consider the area, which is not included in any of these categories to be the less 
intensive use area. it refers to the area only occasionally used for planting crops and 
hunting and on a less intensive scale. this area is from the upper part of the oire river 
to the west until the upper part of the arue river.
. local monitoring
..1 local control of the territory
in order to defend and safe guard their customary lands, each clan regularly sends a 
group to patrol and stay in the area for a period of two to four weeks. if needed, they 
stay longer, up to three months in the upper reaches of the rivers. when they meet 
outsiders, they ask the purpose of their visit and the resources they are looking for. the 
dikibak clan have a permanent guard at the mouth of the arue river to protect their 
natural resources. no specific equipment is used only common tools for hunting and 
gardening such as a machete, knife, torches and bow and arrows.
land tenure is a sensitive issue and may lead to conflict among local people as there 
is still no official rule. these issues were more flexible before Yali activities, when 
people were free to collect forest products without any strict land rights. Because 
each clan’s responsibility was emphasized by Yali, as a way to control the depleting 
natural resources, tensions arose. the elders now regret the changes made by Yali, but 
the younger generations believe that more profit can now be made from the natural 
resources.
.. natural resources control
in general, natural resources are still abundant in Papasena. People hunt within a 
couple of hours walk from the village. recently, however, people catch fewer of some 
important species such as crocodiles and ikan sembilang than they could several years 
ago. the villagers believe that the decline coincides with the arrival of outsiders, who 
came to the village to trade in these species.
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People have a simple way of informally monitoring the number of catfishes as they fish. 
they do this by putting a net across a lake for example and leaving it for a night and 
can compare the yields they get over time. our informants suggest that people do the 
same for other fishes. to monitor crocodile availability, the easiest way is to observe 
the number and the size of footprints found in the soft ground around the river. this 
is much easier when the river is low. crocodiles can also be detected and monitored 
directly at night using a torch as their eyes reflect the light.
those who catch crocodiles and sell them must pay a certain amount to the Ondoafi 
keret19 and the landowner. among the clans, the leaders have agreed to close certain 
lakes for crocodile hunting, to give the animals a chance to breed naturally, without 
any disturbance. there is no definite length of time for such closures. they may be 
for several years or until the leaders think the availability of crocodile in the lakes is 
sufficient to meet their needs.
19 apart from ondoafi in general, specifically in Papasena, people also use the term ondoafi keret who is a clan 
leader, mainly responsible for looking after the forest inside the clan area.
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Kay is a new location for ci activities. this location was decided with a former agreement 
from the local community, and the traditional leader sonny weriko. initially, the survey 
was planned for Baso/Fuaw Villages, in Mamberamo hulu district. the decision to shift 
from Baso/Fuaw to Kay was taken because we could not obtain full approval from the 
Baso and Fuaw communities. equally no agreement was reached with the leaders of 
Baso and Fuaw during meetings in dabra. the villagers were worried that if ci built 
a conservation area in their territory they would be prevented from hunting and 
collecting important forest products for their livelihoods. the team did not want to 
begin new activities under these conditions. after obtaining a formal agreement with 
sonny weriko, one of our team members went to Kay to explain the aims of our study 
and to confirm the villagers’ agreement to host us during our three-week survey. then, 
the rest of the team followed.
.1 The swamp village
.1.1 geography and history
the village is situated on the banks of the tariku river, in swampy lowland. the 
traditional territory of Kay is different from the two other case studies. it follows the 
tariku river for 80 km, forming a band of about 10 km wide on each side of the river. 
the local communities are almost totally dependent on the environmental services 
provided by the river system and the surrounding swamps. the only access to their 
different settlements, in the middle of this 1,300 km2 territory, is by boat (Kay’s airstrip 
is in bad repair). the territory is flat and occasionally flooded (during the rainy season) 
near the river, but north of the river, after a few kilometres of swamp, there are hills and 
low mountains. 
the first villagers were from two distinct clans: weriko and Krakuko, both from the 
torweja ethnic group (see table 11). they moved from sikari, Burmeso and Marina Valen 
to the tariku area (near the mouth of the deido river). outsiders (probably missionaries 
and traders) came to the region in the 1950s and regrouped the different communities 
into one single village at the mouth of the oi river. then in 1992 an airstrip was built on 
the actual location of Kay 1 and the communities moved there. the different villages 
started to convert to christianity in 1968. From the time they moved to Kay 1, seasonal 
floods regularly threatened the village and destroyed the gardens. For these reasons, 
when the government looked for a location for the district, a higher site was chosen. 
the reason for moving to Kay 2 was because of regular flooding. 
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three settlements can be found near Kay:
- Kay 1: the main (and first) village (Desa) of the region.
- Kay 2 (or Bakaije): a part of Kay population moved to a new location, situated on the 
banks of the oi river.
- Kay district20: a new district town/village is currently being built (started in 2003) 
upstream from the akru river, on solid ground, which is safe from floods. From Kay 
1, the district town/village can be reached by small boat on the akru river during the 
rainy season (when the river is high enough) and by foot (about 6 km) during the dry 
season.
.1. The population of kay 1
the village consists of 26 households (163 inhabitants)21. there used to be more villagers 
but, in 2006 some moved to a new location upstream to build a new district village. with 
a best estimation of the territory of 1300 km2 (see chapter 6.1.6), the population density 
in Kay is around 0.13 persons per km2, about three times less than Kwerba or Papasena. 
this is the area of lowest population density among the three villages. a primary school 
was built in Kay 1 in 2001 but at the time of the survey there was no teacher.
table 11 shows the different groups of Kay, according to the ethnic and clan. From this 
table we can see that the main clans represented in Kay belong to the torweja ethnic 
group, which was the first ethnic group in the region. the Kwersa is second, although 
they are now the majority in Kay 1 (most of the torweja have moved to the district 
and haya). in Kay there are two local languages spoken: torweja and Kwersa, following 
the two main ethnic groups represented in the village. the wekerig is an ethnic group 
living in an enclave inside Kay territory, Kosware village, but administratively depends 
on haya Village. Kosware Village is located on a peninsula on the tariku riverside, 
downstream from Kay.
Table 11. Main divisions of ethnic groups and clans in Kay
Ethnic groups (suku) Clan (marga)
1 Kwersa Foruo, Kwersa, tiasa
2 torweja
Fikeri, Kaesa, Kasitai, Kosugo, Krakuko, tebeiko, ton, 
totow, weriko
3 wekerig Kano
20 this is the base of the district government.
21 although we conducted some household surveys and community meetings in the district, and had some 
discussions with villagers from Kay 2, our main activities took place in Kay 1.
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the distribution of the different clans in Kay territory can be seen on Map 9 (see 5.3 
Participatory mapping).  From this map, even though there is no official limitation of 
formal territories between each clan and village, we can gain a general idea of how the 
different clans are exerting control over the length of the tariku river and its tributaries. 
later we used this map to discuss the participatory mapping of the resources and the 
land-use map.
roughly we can see that the Kay territory is divided into two parts: from Kay 1, 
upstream on the tariku river, the groups speaking the Kwersa language are dominant; 
downstream, until the mouth of the tariku flowing into the Mamberamo river, the 
torweja groups are dominant. this division of the territory not only influences the land 
use (rich crocodile lakes are more numerous upstream, but bigger downstream), but 
also the knowledge of the resources, of the different features of the landscape, and of 
course of the stories, in each part of the territory.
.1. local livelihoods
the main vegetation, around Kay 1 village, is mostly wild sago palm (Metroxylon sagu). 
unlike the other sites, sago in Kay is rarely planted as it grows naturally in the swamp 
along the tariku river. huge portions of forest are uniformly made of sago. Villagers also 
have mixed crop gardens, sweet potatoes (Ipomoea batatas), taro (Colocasia esculenta), 
and fruits trees, for example red Pandanus (Pandanus conoideus), papaya (Carica papaya), 
jackfruit (Artocarpus heterophyllus), banana (Musa sp.), mango (Mangifera indica) and 
breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis). But the gardens are often victims of regular floods that 
destroy them. therefore, villagers do not rely on these crops for their livelihoods, but 
more on sago, which is important, with livestock (chickens and domesticated pigs), 
fishes (catfish, carp, etc.), crocodiles (Crocodylus porosus and C. novaeguinae) and game 
(birds, wild pigs and cassowaries).
For these reasons, gardens are not situated close to the village, but are opened on the 
different islands of the main river. in the village, houses in general occupy the available 
land, and some fruit trees are found dispersed around the settlement. the gardens on 
the islands have two main functions: they are a source of food when travelling along 
the river (about 80 km long) and are the best way to mark a territory and confirm land 
rights. we will see below that the control and monitoring that the villagers exert over 
their important territory is what counts (see 5.4. local monitoring). But the gardens are 
ephemerals, islands appear and disappear with the floods due to river dynamics, and 
because the soil is made of clay, without any stones. usually, on these islands villagers 
also keep some domesticated animals (pigs and chickens).
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Figure 8. local people use red Pandanus as seasonal food 
there is only one shop in the village where basic goods can be purchased (rice, cooking 
oil, dried fish, salt, sugar, tea, coffee, etc.). the owner buys the products from company 
boats (e.g. Pt. Bintang Mas) and from a Kaso police officer who regularly comes to the 
village.
. socio-economic survey
Following this quick overview of the Kay geography and people, socio-economic 
information was collected in and around the village (Kay 2 and district).
..1 The importance of land types
this scoring exercise was conducted in Kay for the first time, and because the villagers 
were busy preparing for the christmas events, it was difficult to find enough informants 
for the PdM activities. the women were more confused and reluctant to participate in 
the exercises than the men. 
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table 12 shows that for all use categories, the forest is the most important place, 
followed by main rivers and then swamp lakes. this is because the main resources for 
livelihoods (food, construction, etc.) and for cash (crocodile, catfish, etc.) are found in 
these three land categories. the sacred places, abandoned villages, swamps and islands 
were given a low score because people rarely go there. For sacred places, they need to 
perform specific rituals before any visit.
the lowest score was the village because people only stay there, but when they have 
to look for food or marketable products, they go outside the village. even gardens are 
rare near the village, as they are mostly located on the islands on the tariku river. the 
islands were also given a low score because they are only used for gardens and pig 
husbandry, but mixed-crop gardens are often flooded and therefore do not represent 
the main source of food in the village (people rely more on wild sago, and fishes).
Table 12.  Mean importance of land types per category of use as scored by two groups 
of men and one group of women
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Forest 16.0 12.7 15.7 18.7 20 21.3 16.3 15.0 15.3 19.0 13.7 16.3 17.0 8.0 17.3
Village 5.0 7.0 10.3 6.0 6.7 4.7 7.0 8.7 5.7 4.0 5.3 10.0 5.7 14.3 6.3
abandoned 
village
6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.0 8.0 7.3 4.3 6.3 7.7 6.7 9.0 4.7 11.3 7.3
garden 8.0 10.7 8.0 5.7 6.7 3.7 6.7 13.0 6.3 9.3 8.7 7.3 9.0 3.3 7.0
old garden 7.0 6.3 6.7 8.7 7.3 9.0 7.3 11.3 6.3 7.3 7.0 10.7 6.7 2.0 5.7
Mountain 7.0 5.3 6.0 4.7 6.7 5.3 9.0 4.7 5.3 10.7 6.3 5.7 5.0 3.7 5.0
sacred place 6.0 2.3 2.7 2.0 3.7 0.7 3.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 3.3 2.0 5.3 1.0 4.0
swamp 6.0 4.3 5.7 3.7 5.0 2.7 7.7 2.0 10.7 8.7 3.0 2.7 7.7 1.3 2.7
lake 12.0 15.0 10.3 8.0 6.3 6.3 8.0 5.7 4.0 4.0 16.7 8.0 10.7 8.3 14.3
island 6.0 8.0 5.0 8.7 6.3 7.3 8.3 10.3 11.0 7.0 8.0 7.7 9.7 21.0 7.7
small river 8.0 8.7 11.0 11.3 10.3 13.7 7.7 9.3 14.3 9.3 8.3 8.0 10.0 4.7 7.3
Main river 14.0 13.7 12.7 16.7 16.0 17.3 11.7 14.7 13.3 12.0 13.0 12.7 8.7 21.0 15.3
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
when we consider each category of the table individually, the forest is the most 
important for all except three categories: food, because the lakes and rivers provide 
some important food (fishes and crocodile) for the villagers; marketable products, 
because the lakes are the main place to look for crocodiles; and recreation because 
children like to play on sandy beaches on the riverside, and because of the presence of 
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wild sugar cane (Saccharum spontaneum) that they use to play with. adults enjoy the 
riverside too to relax. the forest is the most important land type for future generations, 
as it provides the most important resources for villagers. For the boat category, the river 
is second after the forest. this is because important trees for making boats grow near 
the river, or have fallen on the riverside, and then it is easier to transport the boat to the 
river when it is finished. the river is also important for firewood as a lot of deadwood 
is carried by the river, and is easy to collect from there. the lake is the third important 
land type (see Figure 9).
the forests, rivers and lakes are the places where most of the village activities take place. 
they represent the main locations, where land tenure is sensitive, and where landlords 
strictly exert control over their resources (see 5.4 local monitoring). the village was also 
given a high score, as it is important for medicinal products, because many medicinal 
plants grow (naturally or planted) near the settlements. 
.. importance of the forest per use category  
Villagers identified an important number of forest types, for which they recognize 
specific ecological features. swamp forest represents the main forest type in Kay 
territory, but accessible only during the dry season. the mountain forest is located in 
the north of the territory, on the upper part of oi river, and between Kay and sikari. 
secondary forests occur near the villages in old regrowth forests where villagers collect 
timber and firewood, or following natural disasters such as landslides.
lake forests participate in the dynamics of swamp lakes, progressively closing them. 
the villagers think of the riparian forest as two types, both grow on the riversides, but 
not directly in the water. one type of riparian forest is made up of large areas of sago, 
important on the tariku river, and the other type has no sago areas. the rattan forest 
is thought of as forest on solid ground (but muddy and regularly flooded) where wild 
pigs and cassowaries are abundant. this forest type is marked by the importance and 
diversity of palms. we found one near Kay district.
with all categories of use considered together, the most important forest is riparian, 
followed by secondary (table 13). near the river people can find game and timber for 
house construction, huts and canoes. secondary forest is important because it is close 
to their gardens, a lot of small and useful trees are found there. the third most important 
forest type is in the mountains, as the best quality timber can be found there, and it is 
the habitat of many animals. swamp and rattan forests have low scores because their 
access is difficult.
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Figure 9.  the swamp lake is an important land type 
Table 13. Mean importance of forest types per category of use as scored by two groups 
of men in Kay
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swamp 
forest
7.0 5.0 6.0 10.0 9.5 9.0 6.0 6.5 2.5 7.0 6.5 7.5 7.5 12.0 7.5
Mountain 
forest
15.0 13.0 26.0 13.5 19.5 21.5 29.0 18.5 24.0 21.5 18.5 20.0 20.0 18.0 21.0
secondary 
forest
17.0 8.5 9.5 17.5 16.0 10.5 7.0 17.5 5.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 7.0 11.0 6.0
lake forest 13.0 14.5 22.5 11.5 10.5 14.0 13.5 17.0 13.5 12.0 24.0 13.5 14.5 17.5 16.0
riparian 
forest
28.0 28.5 22.0 25.0 18.0 26.0 26.0 24.5 29.5 18.5 19.5 18.0 21.5 23.5 19.5
rattan 
forest
7.0 9.5 7.0 8.5 12.0 8.5 4.5 5.5 17.0 16.0 8.0 14.5 12.0 8.0 11.5
sago forest 14.0 21.0 7.0 14.0 14.5 10.5 14.0 10.5 8.0 17.5 15.0 17.0 17.5 10.0 18.5
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
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if we consider each category of use individually, riparian and mountain forests are 
the most important for each category except for marketable items which are found 
mostly in the lake-forests. riparian forests are the most important for food, because 
villagers fish with nets near the riverside, for many animal resources, and because of 
the presence of sago. For food, sago forests are the second most important, followed 
by lake forest. Mountain forests are considered the most important place for timber 
for heavy construction because of the presence of valuable species for construction 
(e.g. resin trees), even though, in general, villagers look for wood for construction in 
more accessible places. Mountain forest is also the most important forest for the future, 
followed by riparian forest, because of all the services it provides, and the elders often 
ask their children to take special care of these forests. they are considered reserves, 
because of their difficult access.
the results for marketable products were not surprising, as lake forests (where crocodiles 
are most numerous) were first, followed by riparian forest. Villagers do not think of the 
lake by itself, but also the surrounding forest. animals are largely available in the forests 
situated on the riverside. in lake forests, there are a lot of foods for fishes from the trees, 
and fishes are then eaten by crocodiles, which are a valuable resource. in the forest near 
the lakes, a lot of holes in the wood host valuable birds, such as parrots. 
.. natural resources for cash income
Many natural resources have been identified by the villagers, which are regularly 
collected or hunted. For some of resources, information on the prices they could be 
sold for was available. 
Table 14.  natural resources in Kay
No Indonesian and/or English/scientific name
Season Price (Rp)
1 Buaya / crocodile 
(Crocodylus porosus, C. 
novaeguinae)
in genereal, any time during the 
dry season, and at night during 
any season    
20-21,000/inch of skin
2 Mambruk / crowned 
pigeon (Goura victoria)
anytime 50,000/animal
3 Fishes* More plentiful during dry season, 
when butterflies are available
i.e. bladder of catfish= 
50-100,000/kg 
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No Indonesian and/or English/scientific name
Season Price (Rp)
4 Cendrawasih / Bird 
of paradise (Family 
Paradisaeidae)
when trees are fruiting during 
the wet season
250-500,000/animal
5 Sagu / sago (Metroxylon 
sagu)
anytime when it starts to flower 
in no particular season
50,000/bag of starch
6 Lao-lao / ground 
kangaroo (Dorcopsis 
hageni)
anytime 15-20,000/animal
7 Kasuari / cassowary 
(Casuarius 
unappendiculatus)
when trees are fruiting during 
the wet season
3-4,500,000/animal 
8 Babi / wild pig (Sus 
scrofa)
when trees are fruiting during 
the wet season
3-5,000,000/animal
9 Matoa (Pometia pinnata) anytime as it fruits, regularly 
throughout the year
5-6,000/heap of fruit
10 Kura-kura / freshwater 
turtle (Pelochelys cantori 
and Elseya novaeguineae)
dry season 10,000/animal
11 Merbau  / iron wood 
(Intsia bijuga)
anytime 10,000/m2
12 Buah merah / red 
Pandanus (Pandanus 
conoideus)
seasonal, once a year 
(september)
300-500,000/litre of oil
*including catfish, carp, mujair (Oreochromis sp.), tawes (Family cyprinidae), gabus:  gudgeon (Family 
eleotridae) or gobies (Family gobiidae).
table 14 shows a selection of natural resources harvested by the villagers. examples 
of important resources for the people in Kay can be seen in Figure 10. in annex 5 we 
provide a complete list of commercial products. 
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Figure 10. Freshwater turtles are hunted mainly during 
the dry season
.. Most important species
only the men followed the scoring exercises for the important species (table 15). the 
socio-economic team tried to collect information from the women, but it was a difficult 
task, as almost no woman actively participates in hunting and associated activities. 
two more possible reasons for their shyness may have been that they had probably 
never been interviewed by outsiders before, and it may have been their first experience 
of sharing their perceptions about land features and resources. the results presented 
below are from the men’s groups only.
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Table 15.  top 10 plants in Kay Village, scored by two groups of men 
No. Indonesian and/or local/English name Scientific name LUVIx100
1 Sagu (fii) / sago Metroxylon sagu 5.49
2 Merbau (tokou) / iron wood Intsia bijuga 3.29
3 (kay) Calophyllum peekelii 2.71
4 Matoa (ceeri) Pometia pinnata 2.35
5 Melinjo (sura) / gnetum Gnetum gnemon 2.31
6 Sabo Ficus polyantha 1.74
7 Jambu hutan (tagki) / wild guava Syzygium sp. 1.32
8 Sukun (kwa) / bread fruit Artocarpus altilis 1.10
9 Kayu merah (babe) Calophyllum sp. 1.04
10 Buah merah (oosi) / red Pandanus Pandanus conoideus 0.90
From the different categories of use, and after applying the luVi index (see 2. Methods), 
sago came first as it represents the staple crop in Kay. Both sago and breadfruit are 
important foods. sago is also considered important for construction, because its leaves 
are the main roofing material. its importance value for construction is comparable to 
iron wood (important for making tables) and Calophyllum sp., a strong wood used for 
all kinds of construction and tools. sago starch can also be sold, making it a valuable 
product. some fruit trees also scored high (matoa, wild guava, and red Pandanus) 
because they play an important part in the local diet, even though they are seasonal. 
not surprisingly, the best scores for animals were for crocodiles, cassowaries, wild 
pigs and ikan sembilang, as they are the main resources for food and cash (table 16). 
crowned pigeon is also hunted for food, to make tools (arrows) and to be sold (but less 
important than parrots for this last use). crocodiles, monitor lizards and snakes are also 
used for medicine.
Table 16.  top 10 animals in Kay Village, scored by two groups of men
No. Indonesian and or / local/English name Scientific name LUVIx100
1 Buaya (feija) / crocodile Crocodylus novaeguineae 2.54
2 Kasuari (kuu) / cassowary Casuarius unappendiculatus 2.47
3 Babi (iig) / wild pig Sus scrofa 2.33
4 Ikan Sembilang (ceri) / catfish Family ariidae 1.14
5 Mambruk (tobi) / crowned pigeon Goura victoria 0.86
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No. Indonesian and or / local/English name Scientific name LUVIx100
6 Nuri merah (ouwi) / parrot Family Psittacidae 0.51
7 Soa-soa (kwisi) / monitor lizard Varanus sp. 0.50
8 Lao-lao (suu) / ground kangaroo Dorcopsis hageni 0.48
9 Kura-kura (furuferi) / freshwater turtle  
Pelochelys cantori and Elseya 
novaeguineae
0.45
10 Cendrawasih (diyaa) / birds of paradise Family Paradisaeidae 0.44
.. Commercial and rare species
two additional exercises were added to the regular Mla scoring exercises: we first 
scored the important species for commercial use, according to the villagers, and then 
the rare species. table 17 presents the plant and animal species which have or could 
have a market value, according to our informants. 
these species could be selected for monitoring, if the villagers want to develop their 
extraction for cash earning. in table 17, there are two plant categories are scored: plants 
that are, or could be, sold for food (sago, gnetum, red Pandanus, matoa), and those sold 
as timber (iron wood). 
iron wood has a high potential for logging, and villagers have already thought about 
it for future business activities. at the district office, we saw a note on prices per cubic 
meter for future logging companies that may be interested in the resource. sago is 
everywhere, and its monitoring is less an issue, as long as the demography is low. But 
matoa could be threatened in the long term, because of harvesting techniques (see 5.4 
local monitoring).
Table 17.  commercial species in Kay Village, scored by two groups of men
 Indonesian and/or local/English name Scientific name LUVIx100
Pl
an
t
Sagu (fii) / sago Metroxylon sagu 6.41
Matoa (ceeri) Pometia pinnata 4.92
Melinjo (sura) / gnetum Gnetum gnemon 2.41
Merbau (tokou) / iron wood Intsia bijuga 2.37
Buah merah (oosi) / red Pandanus Pandanus conoideus 1.85
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 Indonesian and/or local/English name Scientific name LUVIx100
A
ni
m
al
Buaya (feija) / crocodile Crocodylus novaeguineae 5.65
Ikan Sembilang (ceri) / catfish Family ariidae 5.05
Babi (iig) / wild pig Sus scrofa 3.16
Cendrawasih (diyaa) / birds of paradise  Family Paradisaeidae 2.93
Kakatua putih (wiya) / sulphur-crested 
cockatoo 
Cacatua galerita 2.89
the most important animals with an economic potential are the crocodile, for its skin, 
and the ikan sembilang for its valuable bladder, sold as medicine in singapore or hong 
Kong as told by local people in Papasena. then birds of paradise and parrots represent 
important economic resources as ornaments, although the hunting of birds of paradise 
is forbidden in indonesia.
table 18 shows the rare species identified by the villagers. From the plant categories, 
two species were identified: an orchid and a tree valuable for its timber. 
Table 18.  rare species in Kay Village
 Indonesian and/or local/English name Scientific name LUVIx100
Pl
an
t Masohi Cryptocarya massoy 12.00
Vanili hutan / wild vanilla Vanilla sp. 8.00
A
ni
m
al Cendrawasih / birds of paradise (diya) Family Paradisaeidae 30.00
Buaya / crocodile (feija) Crocodylus novaeguineae 25.00
Ikan Sembilang / catfish (ceri) Family ariidae 25.00
the three animals identified have also a potential for commercial use. local people 
acknowledge that it is difficult to hunt or capture these species (e.g. the crocodiles 
and catfishes have been over harvested; the birds of paradise are, in places, difficult to 
access), but also recognise their economic values. these species should therefore be 
the target of monitoring activities to assess and control populations over time.
. Participatory mapping
the making of the maps is described in annex 1. similarly to Papasena and Kwerba, 
three maps were produced in Kay. the participatory map of the natural resources in Kay 
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had to be done from scratch, because no activity was carried out in Kay in 2004. the 
participatory map was made at the same time as the ground check. it was an iterative 
process with the map only being finalized at the end of the survey. a lot of modifications 
were made after each ground check. the original participatory maps drawn in the 
village had more mistakes than in the case of Kwerba and Papasena (where only a few 
river names were changed after a ground check). this is probably because the swampy 
landscape around Kay can quickly change including the course of the main river.
Natural resources map (Map 8): the first steps during community meetings showed 
that the women were less responsive than the men. it was difficult to make them share 
their knowledge of the different elements of the landscape, because of the language 
and because this activity seemed too confusing for them. they had difficulty in 
communicating their knowledge of the rivers, the resources and the lake names. the 
group was also dominated by a woman from Papasena who had moved to Kay even 
though she knew few if any of the Kwersa and torweja names. we, therefore, failed to 
catch the women’s points of view in Kay. 
Map 8.  a portion of the natural resources map of Kay Village
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after a combined map was prepared, we checked each element of the landscape 
with two groups of informants, using gPs and direct observation. coming back to the 
village, each correction and change was discussed with the local informants until we 
prepared a clean version of the maps. the knowledge of the natural resources is high 
at each point of the tariku river, even if the amount of resources recognized is limited 
(crocodiles, fishes, pigs, cassowaries, crowned pigeons, maleo, hornbills, sago forest, 
rattan forests, gardens, cemetery, resin tree forest, rivers, etc.). usually the knowledge 
of natural resources concentrates near the different rivers, and depends on the access 
to the resource. one important feature of the landscape was the rattan forests, swampy 
forests with a lot of arecaceae, where pigs and cassowaries are abundant during the 
dry season.
wild sago is everywhere, and for this reason it was difficult for the villagers to draw 
the main places where it can be found. we found that the main gardens were on the 
small islands on the main river. the map shows an extensive use of the territory, but in 
a narrow band along the tariku river. if the same map was made during the dry season, 
we would probably have a larger band, but the problem of access remains important 
and the results would be unlikely to change significantly. the villagers often travel by 
canoe in some parts of their territory, but it is also possible to walk in other parts during 
the dry season.  they often hunt during the fruit season.
Clan map (Map 9): this map shows a general repartition of the territory according to 
the two main languages: Kwersa upstream from Kay, until abare island (near the Bareri 
river), and torweja downstream from Kay until the confluence of the tariku river with 
the Mamberamo/taritatu river. Most of the clans have access to the main river, with 
two exceptions: 
- the clans whose territories are on the oi river, and live in haya, do not have 
access to the tariku river. these are the Krakuko, totow, ton and Fikeri who all 
speak the torweja language.
- the Kaesa clan (also torweja) used to have a bigger territory on the edge of the 
Poli 1 river. a large part of this territory was ceded to deido Village when the 
different districts were set up in Mamberamo. 
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Map 9. a portion of the clan map of Kay Village
all the other clans have access to the tariku because of the importance of the fish and 
crocodile resources there. the tariku river is the place where all the swamp lakes are 
formed, and where the main islands can be found. this is then an important source for 
local incomes and livelihoods. the economy of the region is based on the main river 
richness in natural products. controlling this richness is therefore the principal challenge 
for the people of Kay. the inequality between the sizes of each clan’s territory does not 
seem to cause any dispute or problem within the community, but this is one more 
reason not to use this specific map for any negotiation process. the natural resources 
look regularly and equally distributed among the different clans, with important areas 
of game (mainly pigs and cassowaries), crocodiles and fishes in each area.
Land use map (Map 10): this map was the most difficult to complete, because land 
use depends essentially on access to the resources, which can be a problem in an area 
of swamps highly subject to seasonal flooding. access varies according to the season. 
the map was completed during the wet season, which may limit the amplitude of land 
use. even though we had several meetings with the Kay community, to discuss the 
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surface of their territory that is actually being used, whatever the season, we ended up 
with a number of areas of different uses. we had to find the link between the different 
areas to give a more general overview of the situation. the main use of the territory is 
concentrated near the main rivers: tariku, oi, soi, Bekai, Poli and akru; and the main 
swamp lakes: Korwate, Babe, arika, Foriberi, sibido, Kihai (only accessible by foot) and 
Karija. 
Map 10. a portion of the land use map of Kay Village
the mixed crop gardens are located on the main islands of the tariku river. the hunting 
zones are around the Poli and Kwisija swamp lakes, and close to the main rivers: soi, 
akru, debru, Bekai and the upper part of the tariku river. hunting areas can be found in 
each clan’s territory. usually, villagers use their canoes to access the tributaries and the 
lakes and when the water is too low to use canoes they walk. they look for game as far 
as they can or until they find cassowaries or pigs on their way. Because of the richness 
of the area in wild animals, they usually do not have to go too far. another zone was 
delimited between the main tributaries, of less intensive use; villagers occasionally go 
there to hunt or to look for other forest products, when access is possible (seasonally) 
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and when resources are getting scarce near the main rivers. Villagers consider such 
areas as reserves for game, because of their difficult access.
Fishing and crocodile hunting take place mainly on the tariku river and its tributaries: 
sorude and soi rivers and in the main swamp lakes: iyako, Korwate, Krwe and cerifisa. 
But the Kay people usually fish not far from their settlements, as this resource is still 
very abundant.  
Figure 11.  the local people collect coal for cooking
some special places have also been identified in the area of the weriko clan, where 
villagers collect coal (see Figure 11) for cooking. in the upper reaches of the akru river, 
the coal shows on the surface, and is regularly collected by the landowners (a small 
track has been managed to access to the resource). another place identified for its coal 
was on the oi river, which the villagers from Kay 2 mainly manage, but we were not 
able to obtain further information about this.
the sacred places have a different distribution from Papasena and Kwerba. in Kay area 
they are usually found in the upper reaches of the main rivers (e.g. Bekai, oi, soi, orupo, 
Kivari, titabi, sorude) or in remote places near swamp lakes (e.g. iyako, Korwate, Babe, 
Kihai). these areas are difficult to access, and villagers avoid hunting or fishing there. 
informants told stories about these areas during the ground check and interviews at 
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the village, to explain the reason for the status of the sacred areas. some examples 
show the diversity of situations for which an area becomes sacred: 
- on the Bakaite river (a tributary of akru river), there is a sacred mountain, where 
outsiders can go only if they are accompanied by local people. it is believed that 
two brothers from sikari left some soil there and the soil miraculously became a 
mountain. 
- anyone who enters the sacred area near Babe swamp lake, without asking 
permission from the spirits may cause a tempest, will catch no animal, and may 
even disappear. 
- on the oi river, there was an old village called Kokom. it was a big village, until 
somebody saw a ghost a long time ago. then, all the villagers moved away, and 
the place was considered sacred, with only a cemetery remaining.
- in some other places (lake Kihai or the orupo river) it is believed that giant 
crocodiles or snakes protect these places from intruders.
Villagers have a good knowledge of their overall territory, including the condition of 
the resources, and even river dynamics. they keep an eye on intruders, outsiders and 
villagers from different clans entering their territory. this knowledge can be considered 
a form of monitoring.
. local monitoring
Monitoring is often linked to patrolling. Villagers in Kay, Papasena and Kwerba often 
patrol their territories. in Kay, if we only think of the natural resources that are important 
for livelihoods, there are sufficient crocodile, fish and game within easy reach of the 
village. there is no need to hunt far from the village. But, in fact, villagers go for days 
along the river, to the limits of their territory to look for food and economic resources. 
the main reason is actually to mark their territory by hunting, building huts on the 
riverside and maintaining their gardens on the small islands. the gardens on the islands 
all along the tariku river are visible to everyone travelling on the river. when a villager 
wants to open a garden in a forest, he usually marks the place with two sticks cross-tied 
together (see Figure 12). this way, he makes sure that nobody else will make a garden at 
this precise location. the important and precise knowledge that villagers have of each 
part of their land, the names of each river, each lake and even each piece of forest on 
the riverside (all the territory is divided into smaller areas, named by each land owner) 
shows how sensitive the issue of land tenure is, and how well this huge territory of 
about 1,300 km2 is guarded. 
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Figure 12. two sticks cross-tied together are used to mark 
a future garden location
an important way to monitor a territory is therefore to exert a regular control over it. 
local people in Kay give extra protection to specific parts of the area, where important 
resources can be found. these specific areas can be the mouth of an important tributary 
of the tariku river, or a swamp lake where crocodiles, sago and fishes are abundant. 
during our survey, we identified nine special places where local community control is 
higher: lakes arika and sujawiso, and the mouth of the soi, oi, Bekai, deido, Poli, Bareri 
and Poli 2 rivers.
For each of these places an individual, representative of the clan who owns the land, 
stays permanently there to patrol and to control who comes, for what reason, and what 
they are collecting. sometimes two areas can be under the responsibility of one single 
person. these guardians, whose charge is hereditary, are called Ijabait, or land owners. 
when an outsider trespasses, he will have to pay a fine accordingly.
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apart from the control exerted over their territory, villagers monitor their important 
and valuable resources regularly. there is no special monitoring for important plants 
for the local livelihoods, such as sago, because it is readily available, mainly growing 
naturally on the riverbanks, and people can collect sago wherever they stay. usually, 
they build a small hut on the side of the river, in a sago forest, and eat wild sago as they 
fish and hunt. iron wood is still abundant, but it is being used for the construction of 
the new district and to build churches. the amount of matoa, famous for its fruit, has 
also declined because of over-harvesting. the way it is harvested (by cutting the trunk 
of the tree, when the fruit is too high) is largely responsible for its decline. the wood is 
often used to make planks and canoes. 
Figure 13. the local people monitor crocodile population by using torch light
at night
the villagers monitor two important animals: the crocodile and ikan sembilang. the 
crocodile population has been in decline since the 80s, according to our informants. 
in the early 80s, villagers could catch 10-15 crocodiles a day, but now they can only 
catch less than three in the dry season. Villagers try to protect the crocodile population 
by forbidding hunting in specific places where crocodiles have been over-harvested. 
during the wet season or when travelling at night, people use torches to assess the 
importance and size of the crocodile population (see Figure 13). the reflection of 
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the crocodile’s eyes in the light helps when counting them and the intensity of the 
brightness indicates the size of the crocodile. in this way, villagers can gauge the 
condition of the population. during the day, the travellers can identify crocodile tracks 
on the sandy riverbanks.
crocodiles are more numerous in the swamp lakes, where fishes are also abundant and 
the water is quiet. during the night, the crocodiles leave the lake to hunt in the small 
tributaries. it is of course much easier to find them using paddles than a motorized 
canoe. this kind of monitoring can also be found in Papasena and Kwerba. Kay also 
has restrictions for hunting crocodiles according to the location (each lake belongs to 
a clan) and the size (see Box 2).
the ikan sembilang population, according to the villagers, is also decreasing. they are 
no longer catching as many as they use to with their nets. Ikan sembilang, found in 
deep and moving water, have been over-fished because of their bladders, which are 
sold for approximately rp 50,000 and 100,000 per kg in the local and provincial market 
respectively. in addition, in 2000 an outsider from sulawesi (haruna) introduced small 
lele dumbo fish (Clarias sp.) into the upper reaches of the tariku river. these fish eat the 
eggs of the catfish and can breed rapidly in the main river. 
to keep an important reserve of crocodiles and fishes, some swamp lakes are closed 
and access forbidden. this was the case for certain lakes in the area of the tebeiko 
clan: on lakes tiba and iyako for example, no hunting or fishing has been allowed since 
1996. according to the villagers, this is to reserve stock, but from our ground checks 
it looks like these areas are not accessible (no river to reach them), or are in sacred 
places, haunted by giant snakes or crocodiles, for example. Birds of paradise are never 
monitored, as people do not look for them as they are rare in swampy areas. 
on a more general level, villagers know also the dynamics of the river. when using 
canoes, they know the dangerous places (rapids, whirlpools, tree trunks, sand banks) 
and how to deal with them, and the proper time to go (after a big rain, during the 
daylight), at least in their own clan’s territory. the elders have an important knowledge 
of the formation of the swamp lakes. For example, one of our informants explained 
that, when he was young (about 50 years ago), the swamp lake sujawiso was a part of 
the oi river, until the river moved, and it became a lake. he believes that the small river 
that joins the lake to the tariku river is receding, but another river might develop and 
keep the connection. another example was given for lake Babe, when our informant, 
who had not been there for years, was surprised by the small size of the lake, possibly 
due to an increase in tree cover. we were also told that some years ago, in front of 
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the arika river mouth, there was an island that has now completely disappeared. this 
knowledge can be considered a monitoring activity, as the villagers are well aware of 
the transformations of this changing landscape. they always know how many loops 
there are in the river before they reach a specific place, even if these loops change from 
time to time. 
Towards conservation
partnership in Mamberamo
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in this book we show how the results from our survey can directly address conservation 
issues in the Mamberamo Biodiversity corridor, and how local people’s participation is 
possible in that domain, when there are clear signs of local control over the resources, 
and of monitoring of each village’s territory. even if the term “conservation” is not used 
by the villagers, we have shown that a sense of conservation exist, in many parts of 
Mamberamo, generally associated to the use local people want to have of the resources 
(for sell, for their livelihoods, or for spiritual), or to strong sense of land rights. the 
following is a discussion of the main results and a presentation of the recommendations 
that have emerged from our survey.
6.1 Conservation in Mamberamo using multidisciplinary 
 assessment
the following discussion is an attempt to compare the different case studies of the 
2006 survey, and to analyse the changes since 2004 for Papasena and Kwerba villages. 
we take into consideration the way local people monitor their resources, and how the 
maps can inform about land use and land tenure.
6.1.1 Changes from 00 survey 
For the two villages, Kwerba and Papasena, the 2006 survey was the second visit using 
the Mla approach. the main change we observed was an increase in population in 
each village, due to recent births, and some of the villagers may not have been in the 
village during the demographic survey in 2004. the landscape around the villages 
has not changed considerably since our last visit, and the condition of the vegetation 
remains the same. according to the villagers, some resources are depleting (crocodiles, 
catfishes), but this was already the case in 2004. 
ci has built a conservation post in the two villages, which ultimately serve as meeting 
halls for the villagers. the permanent presence of ci staff in the villages has built some 
local awareness about conservation, but also a perception of  how the village should be 
developed and what the role of ci should be in that development. the Foja expedition 
has made the communities more aware of the benefits and recognition they can 
expect in terms of notoriety and more direct incomes, and has increased their interest 
in ci activities in Mamberamo. we could see the villagers were proud of the interest the 
outside world had in the richness and diversity of their natural resources.
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6.1. Moving to kay
thanks to the support of sonny weriko (traditional leader), the Kay villagers welcomed 
us, and actively and enthusiastically participated in the different activities we proposed. 
however, there were important differences between Kay and the two other villages.
Kay women found it difficult to participate in our activities because:
o they were particularly shy with outsiders; 
o Very few women in Kay spoke indonesian; 
o they found it difficult to understand our objectives and the information we required, 
and  
o they had little knowledge of the trade in wild animal products as this is conducted 
by the men.
however, in general the villagers in Kay were more aware of the importance of 
conserving their territory than the villagers from the other two villages, particularly as 
the regency had plans to build a road into their district.
6.1. Three similar local ways to monitoring 
one important similarity among the three villages is the presence of very comparable 
ways of monitoring and strong control of their huge territories (between 1,000 to 1,700 
km2) and natural resources. all three villages have their gardens situated near the village 
to meet their daily needs, and near the rivers dispersed all around their territories, to 
provide food when patrolling or hunting. gardens are also used to mark their territories. 
in Kay food is also found in wild sago forests on the riverbanks. 
in Kay territorial control is different to the other two villages. a guard belonging to each 
landowner clan is permanently posted at the mouth of important rivers, or beside big 
swamp lakes to control those entering and for what reason. in Papasena and Kwerba 
the different clan members guarding their territories are replaced every few months. 
Monitoring also concerns regular assessment of resources. People from each village 
have similar ways of assessing important resources, such as crocodiles (with a torch at 
night or during the dry season) or ikan sembilang (with a net). this expertise could be 
valuable when planning joint conservation activities, using the local skills to assess the 
availability of key resources. local knowledge of the river dynamics also shows how well 
this complex ecosystem is understood by the villagers; assessment and anticipation of 
the changes in this ecosystem could be built on the local knowledge, in collaboration 
with scientists. 
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6.1. Comparison between societies and livelihoods
the different clans in Papasena share their territories in a slightly different way to the 
other two villages. in Papasena, the clan areas are dotted all around the village. some 
clans have two areas under their responsibility, and others have split into two clans. in 
Kwerba and Kay, the clan areas are more uniform, regularly shared within the territory. 
these differences can be explained by the history of each society, how they arrived in 
the current villages, how they interact with each other, and the alliances built among 
the different clans. one common factor in Papasena and Kwerba was the activities of 
a local ngo (Yali), which has influenced the rules regarding land tenure and land use, 
transforming the traditional system into a more constrained system.
these societies, although living in a similar environment, the lowland part of a same 
catchment (Boissière and Purwanto 2007), have slightly different livelihoods. in Kwerba, 
villagers depend mainly on planted sago and wild meat from the forest for their 
livelihoods. they occasionally catch crocodiles and fishes, but these do not represent 
their main source of food, more an additional source of cash income. in Papasena, 
the situation is intermediary, with the presence of both planted and wild sago, and 
villagers strongly depend on river products (crocodiles and fishes) and on regular visits 
to the forest (looking for pigs, cassowaries, etc.) for their livelihoods. in Kay, most of the 
sago is wild and abundant near the tariku river, and fishes and crocodiles represent the 
main sources of income as well as food. they occasionally hunt for meat in the forest 
during the dry season, or when they are travelling. during the wet season, the main 
transportation in Kay is by boat, while walking in the forest is still possible in Papasena 
and Kwerba. For the three villages, mixed-crop gardens only provide additional food, 
as sago remains the staple crop. 
From the survey on economic resources, we crosschecked the resources that have an 
economic potential and are difficult to collect (rare or difficult to access), see table 19. 
table 19 is not an exhaustive list, but gives a good idea of the resources that are actually 
traded (e.g. with outsiders: crocodiles, ikan sembilang bladders, iron wood, etc.; and 
locally: wild pigs, cassowaries, sago, matoa, etc.), and the ones that could be traded if a 
market network existed (e.g. kangaroo, parrots, birds of paradise, orchids, red Pandanus, 
etc.). it also shows that villagers are aware of the scarcity of certain resources.
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Table 19.  economic and rare species in Kwerba, Papasena and Kay
Species
(English)
Economic value Rare and/or difficult to access
Kwerba Papasena Kay Kwerba Papasena Kay
cassowary x x x
wild pig x x x x
ground 
kangaroo
x x
tree kangaroo x
Birds of 
paradise
x x x x
Parrots x x
catfish (ikan 
sembilang)
x x x x
crocodile x x x x x
carp x
sago x x x x
gnetum x x x x
orchids x
red Pandanus x x
Matoa x x x x
areca nut x
Betel x
iron wood x
6.1. Mapping exercise
the mapping exercise shows that knowledge is not equitably shared within the society 
of each village, and among the different villages. in general the men have knowledge 
of the landscape features located far from their village, but the women know more 
about the resources and land types situated in the direct vicinity of the village and 
the gardens. Men more often go patrolling or hunting far away, for days or weeks, and 
when women accompany them, they often stay at the camp, near the river.
when ground checking the information obtained during the community meetings 
in the village, we observed different situations among the three villages. in Kwerba 
and Papasena, there were very few mistakes in the names and location of the different 
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rivers, tributaries and lakes. in Kay after each ground-check we had to work again with 
the villagers to correct the location of the different rivers and islands. the different 
topography of the three villages is most certainly responsible for this situation. Kwerba 
is situated in foothills and mountain areas and Papasena is located in a mixed landscape 
of foothills, swampy lowlands and hills. while the Kay territory is dominated by 
swampy lowlands. the main river (tariku) in Kay territory is also very dynamic, regularly 
changing its course in short periods (important changes can be observed in one or two 
years). unlike Kwerba and Papasena the Kay landscape is constantly changing, making 
the accurate location of all landmarks near impossible. however, the Kay villagers’ 
knowledge of each river, island and lake remains important. 
From the analysis of the land use maps, we observed a gradient in each map, centred 
on the villages in Kwerba and Papasena, and on the tariku river in Kay, with a more 
intensive use close to the settlements or to the main river (crocodile hunting, fishing and 
gardens), and a less intensive use (hunting area and reserve) as we moved away from 
these areas to reach an area of minimal use in the mountains (sacred areas). this last 
category covers a large territory in Papasena, and more scattered areas in Kwerba and 
Kay, influenced by the history of each community (in Papasena some of the community 
come from the mountains). this gradation in land use intensity is of great value to any 
conservation and development project, which could be based on the existing land use 
to make more effective any attempt to conserve biodiversity in the region.
6.1.6 extracting numbers from the maps: interests, cautious and
 limitations
the participatory maps have been developed based on gis and information from local 
communities. our references included landsat images from 2005 as well as from 1999 
and 2002. Map preparation is described in annex 1. 
area boundaries are not always precise, and this leads to uncertainties in the maps and 
especially in the areas of the local territories.  uncertainties derive from various sources. 
though many reference points used to draw boundaries were field checked with gPs, 
and could be fixed with certainty, some other sites (such as the source of rivers) can 
only be inferred from the images and may differ (i.e. they may be much longer). though 
boundaries falling on larger rivers are clear and unambiguous, some features are less 
certain. in many cases the reference points use are widely spaced and the shape of the 
boundary in between may be convex of concave: thus adding or subtracting large areas 
of territory.  in some cases references points are lacking over large regions and there is no 
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clarity on the boundary: for example in much of northern part of Papasena (drawn with 
dash-points to indicate uncertainty).  these uncertainties are greatest when considered 
in terms of certain landuses such as sacred areas, which are localised features with no 
clear boundary—based on our work with the communities we adopted a 250m no-go 
zone for these features but this remains arbitary and the ‘true edge’ would better be 
viewed as ‘fuzzy’ in any case.
the maps are a mixture of precise and less precise (our conservative ‘best guess’) 
information. we used information from local people during interviews and participatory 
mapping process to guide our best guess of where boundaries should be placed.  we 
can estimate resulting areas and our confidence on these by comparing our estimated 
maximum (largest) and minimum (smallest) area based on well-defined features. table 
20 shows the best choice for these calculations, with the estimation of the errors. it will 
be noted that our best guess areas are close to the minimum (smaller areas occur only 
with a prevalence of concave boundaries), while geographic limits suggest the area 
could be as much as double these estimates. 
Table 20. estimated total area (Km2) of the 3 study village territories
 Best estimate Smallest Largest Min Max
 Km2 Km2 Km2 Minus % Add %
Kwerba 1100 922 1969 16 95
Papasena 1700 1298 2265 24 57
Kay 1300 1073 2572 17 115
the variability of area in Kwerba is less important than in the two other villages. Most of 
Kay territory is covered by flat lowlands and information on the features limiting them 
are scarce leading to less certainty in the boundary.
6. building from the survey to engage local communities
 into conservation
Conservation in Mamberamo: general
Mamberamo watershed has great potential for conservation. the different surveys 
(raP, Mla, social Feasibility study – sFs and sustainable use option Plan - suoP) have 
shown the richness, in terms of biodiversity and extraordinary landscapes, still protected 
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by the relative isolation of the region. But the situation is rapidly changing, with new 
development projects and increasing means of communication with the regency and 
the provincial capital. Building conservation in Mamberamo clearly needs the support 
and the direct involvement of the local communities in the design of the area to be 
protected, in its management, and in the decisions that need to be made. the solution 
is local, at the village level: each society specificity, priorities, interest, organization, and 
history need to be taken into account. regular discussions, negotiations need to be 
conducted locally, village after village.
For resources valuable for trading and rare or difficult to collect, there is ground for 
further research and collaboration. For many of these resources (e.g. crocodiles, 
catfishes, orchids) villagers use regular monitoring, as they travel, and a tight control on 
who is trying to collect them, and for what reasons. the presence of an effective local 
monitoring and an awareness of the availability of the natural resources are valuable 
for conservation.
A more anthropological survey is necessary
More social and anthropological surveys of the communities in the watershed, in 
light of the high social diversity we observed, would be valuable. new guinea has 
the highest language diversity in the world, and the Mamberamo region may have 
the highest number of languages for the entire island22. different languages mean 
different origins, histories, traditions, and behaviours. in a single village, we counted 
at least two or three different languages. this exceptional situation leads to complex 
power relationships, alliances and territory sharing. such information can help ci to 
better understand the local social organization and to decrypt the different individual 
agendas. By extension, it will help to identify who to deal with, and how, in the frame 
of a conservation programme. cultural diversity influences the way local communities 
consider their relationships with the outside world, with the administration at the 
district, regency and provincial levels, and the way they act. when building conservation 
in these three village areas, the different local behaviours and specificities require 
careful consideration. 
How should the maps be used for conservation?
data obtained from the field were analysed and used as basic information for map 
improvement. the maps (and all important and accurate information on them) might 
be used in negotiation processes, for example for land use planning. these maps are 
not a final result, they are merely ‘drafts’, even in their final shape. they are a basis for 
discussion, negotiation and a way to share a common vision of the territory. they could 
be used in the process of designing new areas for conservation, based on the way local 
22 languages and ethnic groups of Papua Province, sil ethnologue. http://www.ethnologue.com/show-country.
asp?name=idP
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communities use their land. these maps were developed during the wet season; the 
information collected reflects this situation. if the same survey was conducted again 
during the dry season, more especially in the case of Kay, where the level of water in 
the swamps determines the access to certain resources, the resulting maps would be 
slightly different. 
the clan map shows how the different clans share their territory. this issue is sensitive 
and may lead to conflicts if the communities perceive this map as an official recognition 
of their rights. these clan maps were made for the sole purpose of our analysis and 
report. they should not be used for any other purpose than research, as they have no 
legal value.
The MLA follow-up activities
the methods were reduced and adapted to respond to ci questions and priorities in 
Mamberamo, with emphasis on the participatory maps developed during the 2004 
survey. the new set of activities has proven to be an efficient way to better understand 
the local communities, their social organization, and the way they use and control 
their territories. this survey was designed to test the adapted Mla in three villages 
of Mamberamo. we recommend ci use this approach in other strategic villages of the 
biodiversity corridor. 
MLA and the communities’ perceptions of the river
the Mamberamo, taritatu and tariku rivers dominate the landscape of this major 
watershed. the villages are located near these main rivers, as they provide important 
resources for the local livelihoods. an Mla survey specifically focussed on the 
communities’ perceptions of the river, of the events that change it, the floods, the 
landslides, the dynamics of the lakes, the islands and the seasons. some preliminary 
studies were initiated during the watershed assessment organized by ci in 2007, in 
collaboration with ciFor, but there should be more emphasised on water/river 
perceptions when conducting future research.
A follow up with different tools
Based on the maps prepared during the survey, and on all the information collected 
on the history, economy, demography, and social organization; different tools could be 
used to discuss these results with the villagers and develop possible scenarios on how 
to reach each stakeholder’s expectations. the Future scenario methods, developed by 
ciFor, could be a relevant tool to follow up the information collected (wollenberg et 
al 2000). 
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The need for a follow up of the monitoring survey: the watershed 
an important observation from our surveys was the local monitoring found in each 
village. local people have ways to control and protect their territories and resources, by 
patrolling and permanently guarding some specific areas and resources. these systems 
and activities have great potential for conservation. Prior to our survey, we believed 
that the sacred areas were the main opportunity for joint conservation. with the local 
monitoring and protection measures it would be feasible to develop active conservation 
across the whole landscape. instead of bringing new rules to the villagers to protect 
their environment, it would be wise to use the existing ones. For that purpose, more 
research needs to be conducted of the whole Mamberamo corridor, to look for similar 
situations in other communities of the region. new activities could examine these 
control strategies and understand to what extent local monitoring and protection 
practices, such as permanent guards and patrols of important resource areas, control 
of visiting outsiders (including other clans) and regulations governing the hunting 
and collection of rare resources or resources in decline, are still active and relevant 
to the local concern and to conservation targets. what internal and external factors 
influence these practices? how can they be integrated into a broader community-
based management scheme?
Developing local capacity in documenting rules concerning natural resource 
management
there was an expressed need by the local communities to document and develop 
village rules, that would fix basic rules within the village entity (Desa), and the relations 
with outsiders (government at district, regency and provincial levels, companies, 
businessmen, scientists, ngos, etc.). training on how to integrate some of the data 
collected during our survey, into these village rules, would help to formalize and build 
awareness of important conservation issues.
The need to monitor the impact of CI activities on local behaviour
we recommend that ci try to monitor the impact of its activities on local people, in 
terms of their awareness of threats to biodiversity, of their interest in conservation, 
and of their expectations for the future development of their village (status, building, 
health, education, etc.). a better understanding of the driving forces that modify the 
local behaviours would help ci to develop their conservation strategies in the region.
The need to involve the local government more directly in conservation 
activities
we recommend that the local government be included more in future activities in 
Mamberamo. during our recent survey, some government staff at the provincial 
level joined the team (BAPPEDALDA and BKSDA), but no regency staff were involved, 
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although some participated in the initial workshop we organized in Jayapura. involving 
the local government in field activities is indeed a sensitive issue, as we never know 
how the local people will deal with or react to their presence. however, their presence is 
necessary when it comes to land use planning, for example, zoning of protected areas. 
decisions on land use are made at the regency level (building new roads, granting 
forest concession, etc.) training of local government staff could be a way to involve 
them in conservation activities.
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Mamberamo watershed is of major importance to conservation priorities, not only for 
its rich, and still understudied, biodiversity, but also for the cultural richness of the local 
communities. 
Building effective conservation in Mamberamo, deciding which lands/areas need to 
be strictly protected, and which can be used to support local livelihoods, can only 
be successful if all the different local perceptions and needs are taken into account. 
the solution is not global, at the watershed level, but local, in the different villages, 
dealing with the different groups in each village, considering each different agenda 
and priority. 
in this book, we have provided evidences of strong local concerns related to the use 
of each local territory, the future of the important resources of Mamberamo, and the 
necessary protection needed. in each of the villages, local people keep an eye on their 
richness, on their rights, and regularly monitor their resources and habitats.  they are 
aware of the potential threats against them, and even if this is to use, exploit their own 
natural resources, it is obvious that a strong sense of conservation, strengthened by the 
mistrust expressed against outsiders, exists in Mamberamo. this sense could provide the 
basis for an important and essential collaboration between villagers, conservationists 
and decision-makers for the protection of this fragile watershed. 
the approach developed by ciFor has proven to be a strong and efficient tool to capture 
the local point of view, the local perceptions on landscape and natural resources, and 
the local priorities in terms of development, land use and land tenure. For this new 
set of activities in Mamberamo, the methods have been adapted to more directly 
answer conservation issues, as defined during the Jayapura workshop. using the maps, 
by combining ground check and information collected from local people, helps to 
understand the different ways local communities use and manage their territory, and 
how to build a basis for more collaboration between local people and conservation 
ngos. the survey in Mamberamo has also provided new information about how local 
people exert a monitoring on the important resources and habitats, how they address 
the potential threats on these, and how similar dynamics can be observed in each of 
the villages.
this approach needs to be extended and developed in other areas of the Mamberamo 
watershed, as a support for conservation needs. More capacity building is necessary for 
conservation and local government staff so they may use these methods to help build 
awareness among the local communities of the threats to their environment and by 
extension their way of life. 
Conclusion 
understanding the biophysical factors (ecology, watershed dynamics and vegetation 
typology) that play a major role in the high biodiversity of the Mamberamo is of 
paramount importance if the area is to be conserved. equally, understanding the local 
communities and involving them in any decisions to be made regarding their traditional 
territories is also a prerequisite to any attempt to protect this huge area. 
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annex 1. The making of participatory maps during Mla activities in 
Mamberamo 
by:	M.	agus	salim	(center	for	International	forestry	research)
the community map was compiled to provide information about the distribution of 
existing natural resources, clan areas and traditional land use areas, from a community’s 
perspective. all information on the maps was provided by the local people. in addition, 
its accuracy was improved, using gis and gPs technology, for wider purposes. 
generally the maps were compiled through the following processes (Figure 1):
1. Base map preparation
2. data collection
3. data processing
4. cartographic
5. Quality control
Preparation
data
collection
data
Processing
cartographic
Processing
Quality
control
Figure 1. Flow diagram of the participatory mapping process
 
1. Base map preparation
the main purpose of this phase was to prepare preliminary data that would be used as 
basic information in the data collection phase. in this phase we collected and compiled 
suitable information on the main rivers in the three villages, obtained from Forest watch 
indonesia (Fwi). this 1:75.000 scale map was used by the community to describe their 
perspectives of the natural resources by drawing them on the map. landsat satellite 
images were used to identify the landscape in the study area for the years 1999, 2002, 
and 2005. the 2005 dataset represents the latest condition of the area and the other 
maps (2002 or 1999 image) were used as a backup if an area in the 2005 image was not 
clear, for instance because of cloud cover. Figure 2 shows the base map and satellite 
map for Kwerba Village.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2. example of Kwerba base map (a) and Kwerba satellite map (b)
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2. Data collection
in this phase, with local informants and some basic maps, we began to collect and 
check information about the distribution of natural resources, including location 
names around the village, at forks of main tributaries and road intersections. we also 
collected information about the distribution of clan areas and traditional land use, to 
better understand how the local people manage their territory. this phase involved 
almost all the inhabitants of the three villages (see sheil et al. 2003, for Mapping 
meeting constructions). in this study, we prepared a geo-referenced base map to guide 
the community in recognizing their area and to help maintain the quality of the spatial 
information.
Figure 3. information collected from the community, drawn on a sketch map
to improve spatial accuracy of the maps, field checks were carried out using gPs. Field 
checks were applied to several features including the village location, old abandoned 
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villages, the mouth of rivers and tributaries, lakes, islands, gardens and important 
places (sacred places, hunting areas, etc.).
outputs of this phase are:
• a sketch map that contains community information about the distribution of natural 
resources, traditional land use and clan areas (see Figure 3);
• gPs field check data; and
• interview results.
3. Data processing
in this phase, previous data collected was processed into gis data. information on the 
sketch map included: a) geo-referencing; b) digitizing all features on the map; and c) 
the data was then adjusted based on the field check data and on available data sets, 
with better spatial accuracy, such as landsat satellite imagery. 
Geo-referencing 
this process is intended to register all features on the sketch map so they will be 
bounded to a coordinate. geo-referencing is done by scanning the sketch map into 
a digital format and then registering sample points into its true coordinates using an 
available dataset (landsat satellite data). sample points are topographic features easily 
identified on both sketch map and landsat images such as the mouth of a river. the 
process of geo-referencing can be seen in Figure 4 and 5. 
Digitizing
digitizing is a process that converts a geo-referenced scanned map into a gis vector 
format. this process was undertaken by registering all segments of the features’ 
coordinates (including point, line and area features) into the gis database. then, each 
feature is bounded by an attribute to give more information on specific features such 
as name, type, etc.
the digitizing process can be done using two approaches i.e. exact digitizing and 
relative digitizing. the exact digitizing is applied to features with reliable position 
information such as main rivers which can be seen on landsat images or features 
with coordinate information from gPs field data. some data do not contain reliable 
positions and depend on relative positions given by the community. For instance, the 
community may provide information on a natural resource available between two 
rivers. this particular information is then digitized based on their relative position to 
other references which have reliable positions.
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Figure 4. sketch map overlaid on landsat image before
the geo-referencing process
Figure 5. after the geo-referencing process
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Figure 6. landsat image before the digitizing process
Figure 7. after exact digitizing process. each feature is 
bounded to one attribute
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Figure 8. original sketch map
Figure 9. digitized data using a relative approach
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Adjustment
data and information from the community were collected using simple methods 
(sketch map by the community representatives) which might therefore have significant 
errors and need to be adjusted. to improve the accuracy, field check datasets and 
other supporting available datasets (landsat satellite images) were also used during 
the adjustment process. landsat satellite images have a 30 metre resolution so that 
the adjustment process can only be applied to visible features on the landsat image 
(bigger than 30 metres) such as main rivers, islands and lakes. smaller features cannot 
be adjusted, and so will have a lower level of accuracy compared to the others.
the outputs of this data processing phase are gis datasets covering topographical 
features and several themes in the three villages:
• lakes
• rivers
• islands
• Villages
• sacred places
• the distribution of plant and animal resources 
• land use (hunting areas, gardens, etc.)
• clan areas
4. Cartographic
the main purpose of this phase was to create communicative maps that visualize 
community information with reasonable accuracy. after completing the cartographic 
process, gis data from the previous phase was transformed to 1:75000 scale maps on 
a0 size map paper (Figure 12).
the original symbols were used so that the maps produced from this process would 
be similar to the original sketch map but with improved accuracy and additional 
cartographic components such as a grid, magnetic north sign, scale, etc. these 
components will not only help the user visualize the relative positions of the features 
but will also show the position of important information closer to the real location.
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Figure 10. Before adjustment (a) and after adjustment (b)
(a)
(b)
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Figure 11. Participatory map after cartographic process
since the data contains different levels of accuracy (i.e. river and lake data), hence, 
different symbols for each level of accuracy was used. this approach will help the user 
to distinguish, which data is more reliable and which is not, so the information on the 
maps can be used in the right way.
5. Quality control
to maintain output quality, several aspects needed to be checked: 
• information accuracy
 the correctness and completeness of the information presented on the maps, 
including place names and spelling. this process was conducted by comparing a 
map with the original data source including the sketch maps, gPs field check data 
and interview results. when a difference was found between data sources and maps, 
the related data on the map was then corrected.
• spatial accuracy
 the accuracy of a feature’s location was compared to the original data source. when 
these differed to the original data source, they were corrected.
• details
 Both information and spatial accuracy such as overlapping labels or symbols were 
checked and adjusted manually.
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Figure 12. Map before Quality control (a) and Map after Quality control (b)
(a)
(b)
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annex . summary of commercial products of kwerba village
No. Name in Indonesian and/or 
in English/(Scientific name)
Season Price (Rp) Note
1 Ayam hutan / wild chicken (Talegalla 
jobiensis)
any time 30,000/animal 
5,000/egg
sold fresh/to bake 
chicken egg 
2 Babi / wild pig (Sus scrofa) when trees 
are fruiting
25-50,000/piece 
300,000/animal
sold fresh/smoked 
sold alive
3 Buaya / crocodile (Crocodylus porosus 
and C. novaeguineae)
any time 15-27,000/inch 
10-20,000/animal 
500,000/piece
skin crocodile 
sold fresh/smoked 
genital crocodile
4 Cendrawasih / birds of paradise 
(Family Paradisaeidae)
any time 100-500,000/animal sold as offseted animal
5 Ikan mas / carp (Cyprinus sp.) any time 30-50,000/animal sold fresh
6 Ikan sembilang / catfish (Family 
ariidae)
any time 50-80,000/kg 
5-10,000/animal
the bladder of catfish 
sold fresh/smoked
7 Kakatua putih / sulphur-crested 
cockatoo (Cacatua galerita)
any time 250-300,000/animal adult animal
8 Kanguru pohon / tree kangaroo 
(Dendrolagus inustus)
any time 10-15,000/piece sold fresh/smoked
9 Kanguru tanah / ground kangaroo 
(Dorcopsis hageni)
any time 10-15,000/piece sold fresh/smoked
10 Kasuari / cassowary (Casuarius 
unappendiculatus)
any time 10-15,000/piece 
300,000/animal
sold fresh/smoked 
sold alive
11 Kus-kus / cus-cus (Spilocuscus sp., 
Fam. Phalangeridae)
any time 5-20,000/animal sold fresh/smoked
12 Mambruk / crowned pigeon (Goura 
victoria)
any time 50-100,000/animal sold alive 
13 Nuri hijau / parrot (Family Psittacidae) any time 100,000/animal sold alive 
14 Nuri merah / parrot (Family 
Psittacidae)
any time 150-200,000/animal sold alive 
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No. Name in Indonesian and/or 
in English/(Scientific name)
Season Price (Rp) Note
15 Kura-kura / freshwater turtle 
(Pelochelys cantori and Elseya 
novaeguineae)
any time 10,000/animal sold alive 
16 Anggrek / orchids (dendrobium spp.) any time 150-250,000/plant when they visit the 
forest or by order
17 Buah merah / red Pandanus 
(Pandanus conoideus)
any time 20-30,000/mat sold as ‘mat’
18 Damar / resin tree (Vatica rassak) any time 5-10,000/piece sold as ‘resin’
19 Daun paku / fern (Diplazium 
esculentum)
any time 2,000/bunch leaf
20 Daun tikar / Pandanus tree (Pandanus 
sp.) 
any time 15-50,000/mat sold as ‘mat’
21 Gaharu / eaglewood (Aquillaria sp.) any time 150,000/ons second grade
22 Melinjo / gnetum (Gnetum gnemon) any time 1-2,000/heap 
20,000/bag
Fruit
23 Matoa (Pometia pinnata) any time 2-10,000/heap Fruit
24 Sagu / sago (Metroxylon sagu) depend on 
age of sago 
(10-12years)
50-100,000/bag sold to Kasonaweja
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annex . summary of commercial products of Papasena village
No. Name in Indonesian and/or in 
English/(scientific name)
Season Price (Rp)
1 Asam (Tamarindus indica) anytime 2,000/heap of fruit
2 Ayam hutan (Talegalla sp.) when trees are fruiting 10 - 50,000/animal
3 Babi / wild pig (Sus scrofa) anytime, mainly when trees 
are fruiting
200,000 - 1 million/animal
10 - 30,000/piece of meat
5 - 20,000/piece of tooth
4 Belut (Anguilla sp., fam. Anguillidae) anytime 10 - 15,000/animal
5 Buah merah kuning / red Pandanus 
(Pandanus sp.)
seasonal, 3 times a year 5,000 - 10,000/piece of fruit
500,000/lt of oil
6 Buah merah merah / red Pandanus 
(Pandanus conoideus)
seasonal, 3 times a year 5 - 20,000/piece of fruit
7 Buah tinta (Syzygium sp.) seasonal, twice a year 1 - 3,000/heap of fruit
8 Buaya / crocodile (Crocodylus 
porosus and C. novaeguineae)
anytime, mainly during dry 
season
20 - 22,000/inch of skin 
3 -  5,000/piece of meat
50,000/piece of tooth
500 - 700,000/head of animal
100,000/lt of oil
30 - 100,000/piece of genital 
10,000/piece of bile
9 Merpati hutan / imperial pigeon 
(Family columbidae)
when trees are fruiting 100 - 200,000/animal (alive)
8,000/piece of meat
10 Rangkong / hornbill (Rhyticeros 
plicatus) 
when trees are fruiting 
(mainly fig) 
100 - 350,000/animal (alive)
11
Nuri merah / parrot (Family 
Psittcidae)
when it is flower season 100 - 200,000/animal (alive)
12 Cendrawasih / birds of paradise 
(Family Paradisaeidae)
when trees are fruiting 500,000/animal (dead)
1,000,000/animal (alive)
13 Jambu hutan (Syzygium sp.) seasonal, twice a year 1,000/heap of fruits
14 Melinjo / gnetum (Gnetum gnemon) anytime 10 - 20,000/heap of fruits
15 Ikan mas / carp (Cyprinus sp.) anytime, mainly during dry 
season
5 -  10,000/bunch of fishes
16 Ikan mujair (Oreochromis sp.) anytime 5 - 10,000/bunch of fishes
17 Ikan sembilang / catfish (Family 
ariidae)
anytime, mainly during dry 
season
60 - 70,000/kg bladder
3 - 10,000/animal meat
18 Ikan tawes (Family cyprinidae) anytime 2 – 5,000/bunch of fishes
19 Jambu air (Syzygium sp.) seasonal, twice a year 1,000/heap of fruits
20
Kakatua putih / sulphur-crested 
cockatoo (Cacatua galerita)
when trees are fruiting 
(mainly matoa) 
 300 - 500,000/animal (alive)
21 Kakatua raja / king cockatoo 
(Probosciger atterimus)
when trees are fruiting
 300 - 400,000/animal (alive)
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No. Name in Indonesian and/or in 
English/(scientific name)
Season Price (Rp)
22 Kanguru pohon / tree kangaroo 
(Dendrolagus inustus)
anytime 50 - 100,000/animal meat
23 Kasuari / cassowary (Casuarius 
unappendiculatus)
when trees are fruiting
50,000/body feather
10,000/nail
2 – 3,000,000/animal meat
40 – 50,000/piece of thigh 
meat
24 Kura-kura / freshwater turtle 
(Pelochelys cantori and Elseya 
novaeguineae)
anytime, mainly during dry 
season
10 - 50,000/animal meat
25 Kus-kus / cus-cus (Spilocuscus sp. 
Fam. Phalangeridae)
when trees are fruiting 50 – 100,000/animal meat
26 Kanguru tanah / ground kangaroo 
(Dorcopsis hageni)
anytime 50 – 100,000/animal meat
10 - 20,000/piece of thigh meat
27 Lele dumbo / catfish (Clarias sp.) anytime 5 - 10,000/animal meat
28 Mambruk / crowned pigeon (Goura 
victoria)
when trees are fruiting
50 - 300,000/animal meat
 29 Matoa (Pometia pinnata) seasonal, once a year 5 - 10,000/heap of fruit
30 Nibung hutan (Gulubia costata) anytime 50,000/stump
31
Nuri hijau / parrot (Family 
Psittacidae)
anytime 50,000/animal (alive)
32 Pinang / areca nut (Areca catechu) anytime 15 – 20,000/bundle of fruit
1 – 5,000/heap of fruit
33 Sagu / sago (Metroxylon sagu) anytime 50 - 100,000/sack
34 Sukun / breadfruit (Artocarpus altilis) seasonal, 3 - 4 times a year 1 - 5,000/heap of fruit
35 Tikus tanah (Family Muridae) anytime 10 – 20,000/animal meat
36 Udang / freshwater shrimp seasonal, in dry season 10rb-20rb
37 Ular hijau (Chondropython sp., Fam. 
Boaidae)
anytime 500,000/animal (alive)
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annex . summary commercial products of kay village
No Name in Indonesian and/or in 
English/(Scientific name)
Season Price (Rp)
1 Ayam hutan (Talegalla sp.) anytime, mainly when trees 
are fruiting
40 - 50,000/animal
2 Babi / wild pig (Sus scrofa) anytime 3 - 5,000,000/animal
20,000/piece of meat
3 Buah merah / red Pandanus (Pandanus 
conoideus)
seasonal, twice a year 300 - 500,000/lt oil 
20-50,000/piece of fruit
4 Buah tinta (Syzygium sp.)  1,000/piece of fruit
5 Buaya / crocodile (Crocodylus porosus 
and C. novaeguineae)
anytime but more in dry 
season
20,000/inch of skin
6 Cedrawasih / birds of paradise (Family 
Paradisaeidae)
when the fruits it like are ripe 200 - 500,000/animal
7 Ikan sembilang / catfish (Family ariidae) anytime 70 - 120,000/kg dried 
bladder 
30-50,000/animal
8 Jeruk hutan (Citrus sp.) seasonal, once a year 3,000/piece of fruit
9 Kakatua hijau / cockatoo (Family 
Psittacidae)
anytime 100 - 150,000/animal
10 Kakatua putih / sulphur-crested 
cockatoo (Cacatua galerita)
when trees are fruiting 
(especially matoa) 
300 - 400,000/animal
11 Kasuari / cassowary (Casuarius 
unappendiculatus)
anytime, mainly when trees 
are fruiting
20,000/piece of meat
500,000 - 4,000,000/animal
12 Kayu koro (Ficus sp.) anytime 2.5 - 3,000,000/ton of wood
13 Kayu merah (Homalium foetidum) anytime 2,500,000/ton of wood
14 Kayu susu (Alstonia scholaris) anytime 300,000/m3 of wood
15 Kura-kura / freshwater turtle (Pelochelys 
cantori and Elseya novaeguineae)
anytime in the daylight 20 - 50,000/animal
16 Lao-lao / ground kangaroo (Dorcopsis 
hageni)
anytime 15 - 20,000/animal
17 Lele dumbo / catfish (Clarias sp.)  anytime 10 - 15,000/animal
18 Mambruk / crowned pigeon (Goura 
victoria)
when trees are fruiting 
(especially fig and iron wood) 
50 - 150,000/animal
19 Masohi (Cryptocarya massoy) anytime 400,000/sack of bark
70,000/bottle
20 Matoa (Pometia pinnata) when in fruit, regularly 
throughout the year
5 - 6,000/heap of fruit
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No Name in Indonesian and/or in 
English/(Scientific name)
Season Price (Rp)
21 Melinjo / gnetum (Gnetum gnemon) anytime 1 - 5,000/bunch of leaf
60 - 100,000/piece of noken 
bag
22 Merbau / iron wood (Intsia bijuga) anytime 300,000/m3 of wood
23 Merpati hutan / imperial pigeon (Family 
columbidae)
when trees are fruiting 30 - 40,000/animal
24 Nuri / parrots (Family Psittacidae) when trees are fruiting 150 - 300,000/animal
25 Rotan / rattan (Calamus sp. and 
Daemonorops sp.)
anytime 120 - 140,000/pairs
26 Sagu / sago (Metroxylon sagu) anytime 50,000/bag of starch
27 Ubi hutan (Bioscorea pentapylla and B. 
hispida)
 5,000/piece of fruit
28 Sukun / bread fruit (Artocarpus altilis) when in fruit 2,000/piece of fruit
29 Ulat sagu (Rhynchophorus ferrugineus, 
Fam. curculionidae)*
anytime 5,000/heap
30 Vanili hutan / wild vanilla (Vanilla sp.)  1,000,000/kg
*www.infopapua.com
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s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
mi
ly
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
14
Fi
cu
s d
am
m
ar
op
si
s d
ie
ls
.
M
or
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
15
Fi
cu
s m
in
ah
as
ae
 M
iq
.
M
or
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
16
Fi
cu
s m
iq
ue
lli
i K
in
g
M
or
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
17
Fi
cu
s r
ufi
ca
ul
is
 M
er
r.
M
or
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
18
Fi
cu
s v
ar
ie
ga
ta
 B
lu
m
e
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t
x
 -
 -
19
G
as
to
ni
a 
sp
ec
ta
bi
lis
 (h
ar
m
s.)
 P
hi
lip
so
n
a
ra
lia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
20
G
eu
ns
ia
 sp
.
Ve
rb
en
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
21
G
lo
ch
id
io
n 
no
vo
gu
in
ee
ns
e 
K.
 s
ch
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
22
G
lo
ch
id
io
n 
ph
ili
pp
ic
um
 (c
av
.) 
c.
B.
 r
ox
b.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
23
G
lo
ch
id
io
n 
sp
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
24
H
ib
is
cu
s t
ili
ac
eu
s l
.
M
al
va
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
x
25
H
om
al
an
th
us
 n
ov
og
ui
ne
ns
is
 K
. s
ch
um
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t
x
 -
x
26
Le
ea
 in
di
ca
 (B
ur
m
.f.
) M
er
r.
le
ea
ce
ae
sh
.
x
x
x
27
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 a
le
ur
ito
id
es
 F
. M
ue
ll.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
28
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 fi
m
br
ia
ta
 s
. M
oo
re
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
29
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 m
ap
pa
 (l
.) 
M
ue
ll.
 a
rg
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
30
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 q
ua
dr
ig
la
nd
ul
os
a 
w
ar
b.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
31
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 ta
na
riu
s (
l.
) M
ue
ll.
 a
rg
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
32
M
al
lo
tu
s fl
or
ib
un
du
s M
ue
ll.
 a
rg
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
33
N
au
cl
ea
 o
rie
nt
al
is
 l
. 
ru
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
34
N
eo
na
uc
le
a 
ve
rs
te
gh
ii 
M
er
ril
l &
 P
er
ry
ru
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
35
O
sm
ox
yl
on
 p
al
m
at
um
 (l
am
k.
) P
hi
lip
so
n
a
ra
lia
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
 -
36
Pa
nd
an
us
 s
p.
Pa
nd
an
ac
ea
e
Pa
.
x
x
x
37
Pa
ra
se
ria
nt
he
s f
al
ca
ta
ria
 (J
ac
k)
 n
ie
ls
en
Fa
ba
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
 -
38
Pl
an
ch
on
ia
 p
ap
ua
na
 K
un
th
.
le
cy
th
id
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
39
Pt
er
oc
ar
pu
s i
nd
ic
us
 w
ill
d.
Fa
ba
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
 -
40
Tr
em
a 
or
ie
nt
al
is
 l
.
u
lm
ac
ea
e
M
t
x
x
 -
Ta
bl
e 2
b:
 Te
n 
do
m
in
an
t p
la
nt
s s
pe
cie
s f
ou
nd
 in
 se
co
nd
ar
y f
or
es
t 
1
Al
ph
ito
ni
a 
in
ca
na
 (r
ox
b.
) t
ei
js
m
. &
 B
in
n.
 e
x 
Ku
re
 
rh
am
na
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
2
Ca
ss
ia
 a
la
ta
 l
.
Fa
ba
ce
ae
sh
.
x
x
x
3
Co
m
m
er
so
ni
a 
ba
tr
am
ia
 (l
.) 
M
er
ril
l
st
er
cu
lia
ce
ae
sh
.
x
x
 -
4
Fi
cu
s m
iq
ue
lli
i K
in
g
M
or
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
5
G
lo
ch
id
io
n 
no
vo
gu
in
ee
ns
e 
K.
 s
ch
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
6
G
lo
ch
id
io
n 
ph
ili
pp
ic
um
 (c
av
.) 
c.
B.
 r
ox
b.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
7
Kl
ei
nh
ov
ia
 h
os
pi
ta
 l
.
st
er
cu
lia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
8
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 fi
m
br
ia
ta
 s
. M
oo
re
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
9
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 m
ap
pa
 (l
.) 
M
ue
ll.
 a
rg
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
10
M
ac
ar
an
ga
 q
ua
dr
ig
la
nd
ul
os
a 
w
ar
b.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
Ta
bl
e 3
: L
ist
 of
 p
la
nt
s s
pe
cie
s f
ou
nd
 in
 p
rim
ar
y fl
at
 lo
w
la
nd
 fo
re
st
 
1
Ag
la
ia
 sy
lv
es
tr
is
 (M
. r
oe
m
.) 
M
er
r.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
2
Al
ch
or
ne
a 
ru
go
sa
 M
ue
ll.
 a
rg
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
3
Al
se
od
ap
hn
e 
sp
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
4
Al
st
on
ia
 sc
ho
la
ris
 (l
.) 
r.
 B
r.
a
po
cy
na
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
x
5
An
tia
ris
 to
xi
ca
ria
 (P
er
s.)
 l
es
ch
.
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
6
An
tid
es
m
a 
or
ie
nt
al
e 
J.J
. s
m
ith
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
7
Ap
ha
na
m
ix
is
 p
ol
ys
ta
ch
ya
 (w
al
l.)
 r
.n
. P
ar
ke
r
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
 -
x
x
8
Ap
or
os
a 
br
as
si
i M
an
sfi
el
d
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
9
Ap
or
os
a 
la
xi
flo
ra
 P
ax
. &
 h
off
m
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
10
Ar
ch
id
en
dr
on
 a
ru
en
se
 (w
ar
b.
) d
e 
w
it.
Fa
ba
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
 -
11
Ar
di
si
a 
lu
rid
a 
Bl
um
e
M
yr
si
na
ce
ae
st
.
 -
x
x
12
Ar
di
si
a 
sp
.
M
yr
si
na
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
13
Ar
to
ca
rp
us
 sp
.
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
 -
x
x
14
Ar
to
ca
rp
us
 v
rie
se
an
us
 M
iq
.
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
15
Be
ils
ch
m
ie
di
a 
ac
ut
ifo
lia
 te
sc
hn
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
16
Be
ils
ch
m
ie
di
a 
ar
ch
bo
ld
ia
na
 c
.K
. a
lle
n
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
17
Be
ils
ch
m
ie
di
a 
cf
. m
yr
m
ec
op
hy
lla
 K
os
te
rm
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
18
Be
ils
ch
m
ie
di
a 
ge
m
m
ifl
or
a 
(B
l.)
 K
os
te
rm
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
19
Be
nn
et
io
de
nd
ro
n 
le
pr
os
ip
es
 M
er
ril
l
Fl
ac
ou
rt
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
20
Bi
sc
ho
ffi
a 
ja
va
ni
ca
 B
lu
m
e
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
21
Bu
ch
an
an
ia
 m
ac
ro
ca
rp
a 
la
ut
.
a
na
ca
rd
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
22
Ca
m
pn
os
pe
rm
a 
au
ric
ul
at
um
 h
oo
k.
f.
a
na
ca
rd
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
23
Ca
na
riu
m
 h
irs
ut
um
 w
ill
d.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
24
Ca
na
riu
m
 in
di
cu
m
 w
ill
d.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
25
Ca
na
riu
m
 m
al
ue
ns
e 
la
ut
er
b.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
26
Ca
na
riu
m
 o
le
os
um
 (l
am
k.
) e
ng
l.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
27
Ca
na
riu
m
 sy
lv
es
tr
e 
g
ae
rt
n.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
28
Ca
ra
lli
a 
br
ac
hi
at
a 
(l
ou
r.)
 M
er
r.
rh
iz
op
ho
ra
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
29
Ca
ry
ot
a 
rh
um
pi
an
a 
M
ar
t. 
va
r. 
no
vo
gu
in
ee
ns
is
a
re
ca
ce
ae
tp
.
x
x
x
30
Ce
lti
s p
an
ic
ul
at
a 
Pl
an
ch
.
ti
lia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
31
Ce
lti
s p
hi
lip
pi
ne
ns
is
 B
la
nc
o
u
lm
ac
ea
e
Bt
.
x
x
x
32
Ce
rb
er
a 
flo
rib
un
da
 K
. s
ch
.
a
po
cy
na
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
33
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
ce
ra
m
ic
us
 (M
iq
.) 
c.
d
c.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
x
34
Sa
nd
or
ic
um
 k
oe
tja
pe
 M
er
ril
l
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
35
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
la
si
oc
ar
pu
s (
M
iq
.) 
Va
le
to
n
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
36
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
sa
pi
nd
us
 s
te
ve
ns
.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
37
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
st
el
la
tu
s s
te
ve
ns
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
38
Ci
nn
am
om
um
 c
ul
itl
aw
an
 (l
.) 
Ko
st
er
m
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
39
Ci
nn
am
om
um
 sp
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
40
Ci
tr
on
el
la
 su
av
eo
le
ns
 (B
l.)
 h
ow
ar
d
ic
ac
in
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
41
Cl
ei
st
an
th
us
 m
yr
ia
nt
hu
s (
h
as
sk
.) 
Ku
rz
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
42
Cr
ud
ia
 p
ap
ua
na
 K
os
te
rm
.
Fa
ba
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
43
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
de
ns
ifl
or
a 
Bl
um
e
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
44
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
id
en
bu
rg
en
si
s M
er
r.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
45
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
in
fe
ct
or
ia
 (B
lu
m
e)
 M
iq
ue
l
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
46
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
la
ev
ig
at
a 
F. 
Vi
ll.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
47
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
m
as
so
y 
(o
ke
n.
) K
os
te
rm
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
48
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
sp
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
49
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
ve
rr
uc
os
a 
te
sc
hn
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
 
 
 
50
D
ill
en
ia
 p
ap
ua
na
 M
ar
te
lli
d
ill
en
ia
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
x
51
D
io
sp
yr
os
 b
ux
ifo
lia
 (B
l.)
 h
ie
rn
.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
52
D
io
sp
yr
os
 d
is
co
lo
r w
ill
d.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
53
D
io
sp
yr
os
 h
er
ba
ce
a 
a
. c
un
n.
 &
 B
en
th
.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
st
.
 -
x
x
54
D
ra
co
nt
om
el
on
 d
ao
 (B
la
nc
o)
 M
er
r. 
&
 r
ol
fe
a
na
ca
rd
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
55
D
ry
pe
te
s c
el
eb
ic
a 
(B
oe
rl.
&
 K
oo
rd
.) 
Pa
x 
&
 h
off
m
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
56
D
ry
pe
te
s l
on
gi
fo
lia
 (B
l.)
 P
ax
. &
 h
off
m
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
57
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 a
rb
or
es
ce
ns
 M
iq
.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
58
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 a
rn
ol
di
an
um
 K
. s
ch
um
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
59
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 e
xc
el
su
m
 B
lu
m
e
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
60
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 p
ar
as
iti
cu
m
 (o
sb
ec
k.
) K
os
te
rm
.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
61
El
ae
oc
ar
pu
s n
ou
hy
si
i K
oo
rd
.
el
ae
oc
ar
pa
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
62
El
ae
oc
ar
pu
s s
ph
ae
ric
us
 (g
ae
rt
n.
) K
. s
ch
um
.
el
ae
oc
ar
pa
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
63
En
di
an
dr
a 
ac
um
in
at
a 
w
hi
te
 &
 F
ra
nc
is
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
64
En
di
an
dr
a 
al
le
ni
an
a 
c.
t.
 w
hi
te
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
65
En
di
an
dr
a 
eu
ad
en
ia
 (B
l.)
 K
os
te
rm
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
66
En
do
sp
er
m
um
 m
ol
uc
ca
nu
m
 (t
ei
js
m
. &
 B
in
ne
nd
) K
ur
z.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
67
En
ge
lh
ar
di
a 
rig
id
a 
Bl
um
e
Ju
gl
an
da
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
68
Fa
gr
ae
a 
ra
ce
m
os
a 
Ja
ck
 e
x 
w
al
l.
lo
ga
ni
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
69
Fi
rm
in
ia
 p
ap
ua
na
 M
ild
br
.
st
er
cu
lia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
70
G
ar
ci
ni
a 
du
lc
is
 K
ur
z.
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
71
G
ar
ci
ni
a 
ho
llr
un
gi
i l
au
te
rb
.
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
 -
x
x
72
G
ar
ci
ni
a 
la
tis
si
m
a 
M
iq
.
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
 -
73
G
ar
ci
ni
a 
rie
de
lli
an
a 
Pi
er
re
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
74
G
ne
tu
m
 g
ne
m
on
 l
.
g
ne
ta
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
75
G
on
oc
ar
yu
m
 li
tt
or
al
e 
(B
l.)
 s
le
um
er
ic
ac
in
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
76
G
ul
ub
ia
 co
st
at
a 
(B
ec
c.
) B
ec
c.
a
re
ca
ce
ae
tp
.
x
x
x
77
G
ym
na
cr
an
th
er
a 
pa
ni
cu
la
ta
 (a
.d
c.
) w
ar
b.
M
yr
is
tic
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
78
H
ap
lo
lo
bu
s fl
or
ib
un
du
s (
K.
 s
ch
.) 
h
.J.
 l
am
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
79
H
ap
lo
lo
bu
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os
a 
pa
pu
an
a 
Pa
x.
 &
 h
off
m
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
16
Ar
ch
id
en
dr
on
 a
ru
en
se
 (w
ar
b.
) d
e 
w
it.
Fa
ba
ce
ae
st
.
 -
x
 -
17
Ar
di
si
a 
lu
rid
a 
Bl
um
e
M
yr
si
na
ce
ae
st
.
 -
x
x
18
Ar
di
si
a 
sp
. 1
M
yr
si
na
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
x
19
Ar
di
si
a 
sp
. 2
M
yr
si
na
ce
ae
st
.
 -
 -
x
20
Ar
to
ca
rp
us
 in
ci
su
s (
th
un
b.
) l
.f.
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
 -
x
x
21
Ar
to
ca
rp
us
 se
pi
ca
nu
s d
ie
ls
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
22
Ar
to
ca
rp
us
 sp
. 1
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
 -
x
x
23
Ar
to
ca
rp
us
 te
ys
m
an
ni
i M
iq
.
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
 -
x
x
24
Ar
to
ca
rp
us
 v
rie
se
an
us
 M
iq
.
M
or
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
25
As
tr
on
ia
 p
ap
et
ar
ia
 B
lu
m
e
M
el
as
to
m
at
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
26
Ba
cc
au
re
a 
sp
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
27
Be
ils
ch
m
ie
di
a 
ar
ch
bo
ld
ia
na
 c
.K
. a
lle
n
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
28
Be
ils
ch
m
ie
di
a 
m
yr
m
ec
op
hy
lla
 K
os
te
rm
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
29
Be
ils
ch
m
ie
di
a 
sp
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
30
Be
nn
et
io
de
nd
ro
n 
le
pr
os
ip
es
 M
er
ril
l
Fl
ac
ou
rt
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
31
Bl
um
eo
de
nd
ro
n 
to
kb
ra
i (
Bl
.) 
Ku
rz
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
32
Ca
lo
ph
yl
lu
m
 p
ap
ua
nu
m
 l
au
tb
.
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
33
Ca
lo
ph
yl
lu
m
 p
ee
ke
el
ii 
lo
ur
.
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
34
Ca
lo
ph
yl
lu
m
 so
ul
at
ri 
Bu
rm
.f.
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
35
Ca
na
riu
m
 h
irs
ut
um
 w
ill
d.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
36
Ca
na
riu
m
 in
di
cu
m
 w
ill
d.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
37
Ca
na
riu
m
 m
al
ue
ns
e 
la
ut
er
b.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
38
Ca
na
riu
m
 o
le
os
um
 (l
am
k.
) e
ng
l.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
39
Ca
na
riu
m
 sy
lv
es
tr
e 
g
ae
rt
n.
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
40
Ca
ra
lli
a 
br
ac
hi
at
a 
(l
ou
r.)
 M
er
r.
rh
iz
op
ho
ra
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
41
Ca
se
ar
ia
 p
ap
ua
na
 s
le
um
er
Fl
ac
ou
rt
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
42
Ce
lti
s p
an
ic
ul
at
a 
Pl
an
ch
.
u
lm
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
43
Ce
lti
s p
hi
lip
pi
ne
ns
is
 B
la
nc
o
u
lm
ac
ea
e
Bt
.
x
x
x
44
Ch
io
na
nt
hu
s o
xy
ca
rp
us
 (l
in
ge
ls
) K
ie
w
o
le
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
45
Ch
io
na
nt
hu
s s
es
si
lifl
or
us
 (h
en
sc
h.
) K
ie
w
o
le
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
46
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
ce
ra
m
ic
us
 (M
iq
.) 
c.
d
c.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
x
47
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
la
si
oc
ar
pu
s (
M
iq
.) 
Va
le
to
n
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
48
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
sa
pi
nd
us
 s
te
ve
ns
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
49
Ch
is
oc
he
to
n 
st
el
la
tu
s s
te
ve
ns
M
el
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
50
Ch
ry
so
ph
yl
lu
m
 ro
xb
ur
gh
ii 
g
. d
on
sa
po
ta
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
51
Ci
nn
am
om
um
 c
ul
itl
aw
an
 (l
.) 
Ko
st
er
m
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
52
Ci
nn
am
om
um
 s
p.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
53
Ci
tr
on
el
la
 su
av
eo
le
ns
 (B
l.)
 h
ow
ar
d
ic
ac
in
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
54
Cl
ei
st
an
th
us
 m
yr
ia
nt
hu
s (
h
as
sk
.) 
Ku
rz
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
55
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
de
ns
ifl
or
a 
Bl
um
e
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
56
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
id
en
bu
rg
en
si
s M
er
r.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
57
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
ka
m
ah
ar
 te
sc
hn
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
58
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
la
ev
ig
at
a 
F. 
Vi
ll.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
59
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
m
as
so
y 
(o
ke
n)
 K
os
te
rm
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
60
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
pa
lm
er
en
si
s a
lle
n
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
61
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
sp
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
62
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
ve
rr
uc
os
a 
te
sc
hn
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
 
 
 
63
Cr
yp
to
ca
ry
a 
zo
lli
ng
er
ia
na
 M
iq
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
 
 
 
64
D
io
sp
yr
os
 b
ux
ifo
lia
 (B
l.)
 h
ie
rn
.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
65
D
io
sp
yr
os
 d
is
co
lo
r w
ill
d.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
66
D
io
sp
yr
os
 fe
rr
ea
 (w
ill
d.
) B
ak
h.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
67
D
io
sp
yr
os
 h
er
ba
ce
a 
a
. c
un
n.
 &
 B
en
th
.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
st
.
 -
x
x
68
D
io
sp
yr
os
 sp
.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
69
D
io
sp
yr
os
 u
lo
 M
er
r.
eb
en
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
70
D
ry
pe
te
s c
el
eb
ic
a 
(B
oe
rl.
&
 K
oo
rd
.) 
Pa
x 
&
 h
off
m
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
71
D
ry
pe
te
s l
on
gi
fo
lia
 (B
l.)
 P
ax
. &
 h
off
m
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
72
D
ry
pe
te
s s
p.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
73
D
ua
bu
ng
a 
m
ol
uc
ca
na
 B
lu
m
e
so
nn
er
at
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
 -
74
D
yc
ty
on
eu
ra
 a
cu
m
in
at
a 
Bl
um
e
sa
pi
nd
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
75
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 a
rb
or
es
ce
ns
 M
iq
.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
76
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 e
xc
el
su
m
 B
lu
m
e
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
77
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 h
ex
an
dr
um
 M
er
r.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
78
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 p
et
tig
re
w
ia
nu
m
 F
.M
. B
ai
le
y
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
79
D
ys
ox
yl
um
 v
ar
ia
bi
le
 h
ar
m
s.
M
el
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
80
El
ae
oc
ar
pu
s n
ou
hy
si
i K
oo
rd
.
el
ae
oc
ar
pa
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
81
El
ae
oc
ar
pu
s s
ph
ae
ric
us
 (g
ae
rt
n.
) K
. s
ch
um
.
el
ae
oc
ar
pa
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
82
El
ae
oc
ar
pu
s s
tip
ul
ar
is
 B
lu
m
e
el
ae
oc
ar
pa
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
83
El
at
to
st
ac
hy
s z
ip
pe
lia
na
 r
ad
lk
.
sa
pi
nd
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
84
En
di
an
dr
a 
ac
um
in
at
a 
w
hi
te
 &
 F
ra
nc
is
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
85
En
di
an
dr
a 
al
le
ni
an
a 
c.
t.
 w
hi
te
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
86
En
di
an
dr
a 
eu
ad
en
ia
 (B
l.)
 K
os
te
rm
.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
87
Fa
gr
ae
a 
ra
ce
m
os
a 
Ja
ck
 e
x 
w
al
l.
lo
ga
ni
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
88
Fi
rm
in
ia
 p
ap
ua
na
 M
ild
br
.
st
er
cu
lia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
89
G
ar
ci
ni
a 
ho
llr
un
gi
i l
au
te
rb
.
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
 -
x
x
90
G
ar
ci
ni
a 
rie
de
lia
na
 P
ie
rr
e
cl
us
ia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
91
G
m
el
in
a 
m
ol
uc
ca
na
 (B
l.)
 B
ac
ke
r
Ve
rb
en
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
92
G
ne
tu
m
 g
ne
m
on
 l
.
g
ne
ta
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
93
G
on
oc
ar
yu
m
 fi
lif
or
m
e 
sc
he
ff.
ic
ac
in
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
94
G
on
oc
ar
yu
m
 li
tt
or
al
e 
(B
l.)
 s
le
um
er
ic
ac
in
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
95
G
ym
na
cr
an
th
er
a 
pa
ni
cu
la
ta
 (a
.d
c.
) w
ar
b.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
96
H
ap
lo
lo
bu
s fl
or
ib
un
du
s (
K.
 s
ch
.) 
h
.J.
 l
am
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
97
H
ap
lo
lo
bu
s m
ol
uc
ca
nu
s (
le
en
h.
) h
.J.
 l
am
Bu
rs
er
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
98
H
el
ic
ia
 s
p.
Pr
ot
ea
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
99
H
om
al
iu
m
 fo
et
id
um
 (r
ox
b.
) B
th
.
Fl
ac
ou
rt
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
10
0
H
op
ea
 n
ov
og
ui
ne
en
si
s s
lo
ot
en
d
ip
te
ro
ca
rp
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
10
1
H
or
sfi
el
di
a 
he
lw
in
gi
i (
w
ar
b.
) w
ar
b.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
 -
10
2
H
or
sfi
el
di
a 
iry
a 
(g
ae
rt
n.
) w
ar
b.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
10
3
H
or
sfi
el
di
a 
ko
st
er
m
an
si
i J
. s
in
cl
ai
r
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
10
4
H
or
sfi
el
di
a 
sy
lv
es
tr
is
 (h
ou
tt
.) 
w
ar
b.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
10
5
In
ts
ia
 b
iju
ga
 (c
ol
eb
ro
ok
e)
 o
. K
un
tz
e
Fa
ba
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
x
10
6
In
ts
ia
 p
al
em
ba
ni
ca
 M
iq
.
Fa
ba
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
 -
10
7
Ja
ge
ra
 p
se
ud
or
hu
s (
a
. r
ic
h.
) r
ad
lk
.
sa
pi
nd
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
10
8
Li
th
oc
ar
pu
s c
el
eb
ic
us
 (M
iq
.) 
re
hd
.
Fa
ga
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
10
9
Li
th
oc
ar
pu
s s
p.
Fa
ga
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
 -
11
0
Li
th
oc
ar
pu
s v
in
ki
i s
oe
pa
dm
o
Fa
ga
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
11
1
Li
ts
ea
 fo
rs
te
ni
i (
Bl
um
e)
 B
oe
rl.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
11
2
Li
ts
ea
 s
p.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
 -
 -
x
11
3
Li
ts
ea
 ti
m
or
ia
na
 s
pa
n.
la
ur
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x 
 -
 -
11
4
M
al
lo
tu
s m
or
itz
ia
nu
s M
ue
ll.
 a
rg
.
eu
ph
or
bi
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
11
5
M
an
gi
fe
ra
 m
in
or
 B
lu
m
e
a
na
ca
rd
ia
ce
ae
M
t.
x
 -
 -
11
6
M
an
ilt
oa
 p
lu
rij
ug
a 
M
er
r. 
&
 P
er
ry
Fa
ba
ce
ae
M
t.
 -
x
x
11
7
M
an
ilt
oa
 p
si
lo
gy
ne
 h
ar
m
s.
Fa
ba
ce
ae
M
t.
x
x
x
11
8
M
an
ilt
oa
 ro
se
a 
(K
. s
ch
um
.) 
M
eu
w
en
Fa
ba
ce
ae
st
.
x
x
 -
11
9
M
an
ilt
oa
 sc
he
ffe
ri 
K.
 s
ch
um
Fa
ba
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
x
12
0
M
ar
an
th
es
 co
ry
m
bo
sa
 B
lu
m
e
ch
ry
so
ba
la
na
ce
ae
Bt
.
x
x
 -
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No
.
Ge
nu
s &
 Sp
ec
ie
s
Fa
m
ily
Lif
e F
or
m
Si
te
Kw
er
ba
Pa
pa
se
na
Ka
y
n
ot
e:
	b
t.:
	b
ig
	tr
ee
,	s
t.:
	s
m
al
l	t
re
e,
	M
t.:
	M
ed
iu
m
	tr
ee
,	s
h.
:	s
hr
ub
,	t
p.
:	t
re
e	
pa
lm
,	P
a.
:	P
an
da
n,
	c
l.P
:	c
lim
bi
ng
	p
al
m
,	l
i.:
	l
ia
na
,	h
b.
:	h
er
b	
  
12
1
M
as
tix
io
de
nd
ro
n 
pa
ch
yc
la
do
s (
K.
 s
ch
um
.) 
M
el
ch
io
r
ru
bi
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
12
2
M
ed
us
an
th
er
a 
la
xi
flo
ra
 (M
ie
rs
.) 
h
ow
ar
d
ic
ac
in
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
x
x
12
3
M
em
ec
yl
on
 e
du
le
 r
ox
b.
M
el
as
to
m
at
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
12
4
M
em
ec
yl
on
 s
p.
M
el
as
to
m
at
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
12
5
M
ic
ro
co
s c
er
am
en
si
s B
ur
r.
ti
lia
ce
ae
st
.
x
 -
 -
12
6
M
is
ch
oc
ar
pu
s l
on
gi
fo
liu
s r
ad
lk
.
sa
pi
nd
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
12
7
M
yr
is
tic
a 
fa
tu
a 
h
ou
tt
.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
12
8
M
yr
is
tic
a 
ho
llr
un
gi
i w
ar
b.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
x
12
9
M
yr
is
tic
a 
la
nc
ifo
lia
 P
oi
rr
et
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
st
.
x
 -
 -
13
0
M
yr
is
tic
a 
le
pi
do
ta
 B
l.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
 -
 -
13
1
M
yr
is
tic
a 
su
ba
lu
la
ta
 M
iq
.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
M
t.
x
x
 -
13
2
M
yr
is
tic
a 
su
lc
at
a 
w
ar
b.
M
yr
si
tic
ac
ea
e
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conservation international indonesia has launched several initiatives in the Mamberamo area since 
early 2000, targeting biodiversity conservation and sustainable environmental management, as well as 
facilitating the development of the “Mamberamo Biodiversity corridor”. the Mamberamo watershed is 
noted as Papua’s most important area of undisturbed terrestrial ecosystems, which contain high levels of 
biodiversity. since 2004 ci and ciFor have collaborated to adapt and apply an interdisciplinary approach 
to the study of local perceptions of natural resources, forest landscapes and biodiversity, including local 
priorities for their management. the 2004 survey revealed a strong sense of ownership of this vast 
territory, a strong commitment to guard specific areas in the landscape and to maintain key resources, 
but also species with less tangible values.
this report refers to the follow-up activities in Mamberamo developed by ciFor and ci in 2006. the new 
activities included additional socio-economic surveys in three villages. the accuracy of the participatory 
maps of the natural resources and important landscape features were improved using gPs ground 
checks. Participatory maps of territorial land claims and land use by clans were also drafted. additional 
information was then collected on local biodiversity monitoring and control of the land and resources. 
the results show that local communities with village territories of between 1000 and 1700 km2 per village 
which they regularly patrol, have a strong awareness of the threats to their wild resources, and equally 
the need to maintain the watershed’s services.
Based on these results, we recommend that the land-use maps should be used to negotiate with local 
people the zoning of future conservation areas. conservation management should also be designed 
to support existing systems in order to maintain balance in the face of outside intrusions and to survey 
strategic villages the length of the Mamberamo Biodiversity corridor. rather than introducing new 
rules, which pay no heed to local cultures and traditions, the search should be for traditional rules and 
regulations that have managed to conserve this vast area, of near pristine forests, for generations.
